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New tests
weed out
blood donors

,

I

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The American Red Cross says
its especially struggling this
holiday season for blood donations, largely because new procedures are weeding out potential donors.
New standards include a new
blood-screening technique for
viruses, which was imposed
last September, and a requirement that blood from finger
sticks be tested for iron levels.
And if winter storms cause
blood drive cancellations, it
could lead to huge holiday shortages.
To compensate, the Red
Cross is working harder to line
up traditional donors, and
expanding efforts to find new
ones, said Stephanie French,
a spokesman for the American
Red Cross River Valley Blood
Services Region in the Louisville
area.
The Red'tri:Y§s-Staefeirteit-ing donor's blood drawn from
fingers instead of earlobes
nationally in August. Research
has shown blood drawn from
the finger gives a more accurate reading than blood drawn
from the ear.
The increased accuracy
meant that more people, especially women, were "deferred,"
or told they can't give, because
an iron deficiency in their blood
could make them anemic if
they donated.
With the earlobe stick, only
about 2 in 100 donors were
deferred because of low iron
levels. With the finger stick,
as many as 11 in 100 are
being turned away.

Buses may
soon have
softer walls
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The federal government could
as early as next year require
padded interior walls for new
school buses in an effort to
reduce injuries and deaths in
rollovers like the November
crash that killed a 5-year-old
Kentucky boy.
Safety officials say the walls
may also improve passenger
safety in side-impact collisions,
though installing seatbelts probably won't be considered.
The victim in the Nov. 30
crash in Christian County was
ejected from the vehicle. State
police said that probably wouldn't have happened if the kindergartner had been wearing a
seat belt.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is conducting research on padded
interior sidewalls on school
buses as part of a two-year
study of new ways to protect
passengers in crashes.
"I would think ... the most
significant improvement you
could have on (school) bus
safety would be bringing sidewalls into some kind of compliance with requirements for
head protection," said Charles
Hott, the federal government's
chief safety engineer for crash
standards in school bus
designs.
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Tonight...Cloudy with a
chance of evening snow...May
be mixed with sleet. Total snow
accumulation of two to four
inches possible. Low around
20. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High 25 to 30.
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Residents brace for winter storm
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Calloway County residents didn't get a white Christmas, but
according to the National Weather Service, they'll be seeing plenty of white soon.
In the service's early morning
Tuesday report, periods of snow
were predicted with intermittent
sleet during daytime hours with

90 percent chance of precipitation.
Tuesday night, two to four inches of snow were forecasted with
a 50 percent chance of precipitation. Sleet is also possible in the
wintry mix.
This weather is a result of storm
system that swept over Texas and
Arkansas the past two days, and
caused ice to form on bridges in
Memphis, Tenn. as early as 8 a.m.

Tuesday.
In Little Rock, Ark., the ice
and snow was responsible for such
hazardous travel that National
Guard Humvees were deployed to
rescue stranded drivers. The weather also caused power to be knocked
out on Christmas night for thousands of homes in Texas, Louisiana
and Oklahoma.
The National Weather Service

recommends that motorists who
were originally planning to drive
home to holiday destinations make
arrangements to spend extra time
driving, and if necessary, to make
motel or other accomodation arrangments.
Additional snowfall is not predicted for Calloway County until
Friday, but temperatures are not
expected to break 30 degrees on

the high, possibly leading ti:1' a
constant coat of ice.
Motorists are advised by both
the Murray Police Department and
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office to travel sparingly in these
conditions, and when they must
do so, to drive slowly.
•••

• See Page 2

ABC ready
to monitor
alcohol sales

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Shoppers descended on local stores early Tuesday morning as the annual ritual of returning and
exchanging Christmas presents and scouring the post-holiday sales for bargains kicked into the
full gear.

For many, shopping starts Dec. 26
NEW YORK (AP) — For Nick
Vargas; Christmas s'hopping begins on
Dec. 26. That's when he plans to
start hunting down 20 or so gifts for
his friends and family.
"It's just too much of a hassle to
do it before then," said Vargas, 23,
from Manhattan. "The deals are also
great."
Vargas is one of an increasing
number of Americans who are waiting until after Christmas to do most
of their holiday shopping.

Nearly II percent of holiday buying took place last year during the
week after Christmas; exceeding the
8.5 percent during Thanksgiving wee.k
end shopping period, according to the
International Council of Shopping Centers.
The merchandise may be picked
over and selection limited, but the
bargains more than compensate. And
given the *avy discounting that has
already taken place this year, the postDec. 25 sales stand to be better than

ever.
Retailers are hoping that the next
seven days will help offset the slump
that plagued business most of the
month.
"This week is crucial for retailers
to get rid of inventory," said Kurt
Barnard, publisher of Barnard's Retail
Trend Report, based in Upper Montclair, N.J.
He said it's more economical for

II See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When a number of communities across the state
announced they would be holding local option elections
dealing with the sale of alcohol by the drink this past
year, the Kentucky Department of Alcoholic Beverage
be -Caught flat-footed.
Control decided it
So, by the time November had passed and a number
of cities, including Murray, voted to approve the sale of
alcohol by the drink in restaurants, the ABC had already
dedicated several months and hours toward being prepared for any problems that might arise during the implementation of the new provision.
"We saw this coming, so we were prepared," said
Dan Gahafer. ABC spokesman. "(Issues are) going to
snowball, I think, especially in areas where they've had
close wet/dry votes before."
In November, Murray voters approved the sale of alcohol by the drink in restaurants that seat at least 100 and
derive 70 percent of their revenue from the sale of food.
Since that time, Murray city officials have been working to draw up ordinances to regulate the sale of alcohol. City Administrator Don Elias has said the city council will begin reviewing ordinances in January.
Gahafer said while Kentucky state laws will serve as
guideposts for the ordinances, the ABC will primarily
leave the enforcement of those ordinances to local governments.
"The only thing we'll be concerned with is whether
they (cities) comply with state laws," Gahafer said. "We
won't be there to enforce their local laws."
While the ABC does have a regional officer to oversee Murray's part of the state, Gahafer said the agency
encourages the appointment of local administrators by
city mayors.

• See Page 2

Aides parceling out hottest ticket in town
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
the next month, Jodi Major and
Heather Faulk can enjoy being two
of the most popular figures in the
nation's capital.
They'll get hundreds of phone
calls, letters and e-mails, all because
of their job.
The two aides to New York
Republican Rep. James Walsh are
handling requests coming to him

for tickets to the presidential inauguration.
For members of the public wanting to attend the Jan. 20 ceremony, the place to go is the office
of their congressman or senator.
More than half of the 200,000
tickets for the inauguration are given
to members of Congress.
Each senator gets 393 tickets,
of which 28 are for seats and 365

are for standing room, and each
House member gets 198 tickets.
21 of them for seats.
With the presidential election
finally over, the ticket requests are
pouring in.
"We're getting a lot of calls
right now: constituents, folks who
aren't constituents, a lot of folks
who say they're good friends of
the boss," said Steve Ruhlen, chief

of staff to another Republican congressman, Henry Bonilla of Texas.
In Walsh's office, those calls
are handled by the two 20-something women. Major is a six-year
veteran of Capitol Hill and Faulk
is a recent college graduate in her
first job. "I'm still dumbfounded
that I'm here at all," she said.
While Walsh. who has represented the Syracuse area since 1989,

will decide who gets the tickets,
Major and Faulk are responsible
for making sure the process goes
smoothly. If there's not enough
tickets for everyone who wants
one, they'll call other congressional offices to see if there are
extras. Some Republican lawmakers had unused tickets to give to

II See Page 2

ekss five
Woman finds love
at 94, then loses it
WOODBURN, Ore.(AP) — Every morning, Lula's brother lifts her into the living
room chair, and she sits there for hours, a
blanket draped over her withered legs. She
watches TV, or reads, or stares out at the
golf course, where dry leaves skitter in the
wind.
The days are short and dim now — so
different from last summer, when Lula Johnston, at age 94, walked through a world lit
up by love.
Her college sweetheart had found her, 76
years after their first kiss, and romance
bloomed once more. They married in June.
Five weeks later, a car crash ended their
honeymoon.
Now she is alone again.
"I know why you're here." she says.
straightening in her chair, speaking so the
tape recorder catches every word.
She's a curiosity, Lula understands, marrying at an age that most people don't even
live to see. But she also knows her story
reaches deeper. touching anyone who ever
loved and then parted, only to wonder if
someday there might he a second chance.

In September 1923, Lula Packham was
barely 18, a farm girl just starting classes
at southern Idaho's Albion State Normal
School.
Five-feet-2 with hazel eyes, a quick smile
and curly blond hair. Lula fit in from the
start. "I was a puppy," she says. "I met
people easily."
She met Paul Johnston the first day. He
was a second-year student at the two-year
teaching school, a greeter assigned to guide
freshmen. He was slender, with wire-rim glasses and brown hair combed carefully back.
He stood just 5-feet-4. but he carried himself with confidence. and he looked tall to
Lula.
She told him she had wanted to teach
since she was a girl. He said he wanted to
be a doctor but couldn't stand the sight of
blood, so here he was.
Paul was an intellectual. Lula thought,
and more comfortable with jokes than with
emotional talk, but she could tell he was

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger A. Times photo
LIGHTING THE WAY...Trever Miller and his son, Gage, use a small
torch as they prepare the annual lighting of the luminaries on Olive
Boulevard Saturday evening. The tradition had been canceled, but residents decided to brave the cold temperatures.
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Elsewhere around the nation,
dreams of a white Christmas turned
into a winter nightmare in Oklaberm as an ice storm made roads
throughout the state treacherous
for holiday drivers.
. The rest of the southern Plains
fared little better, with sleet and
freezing rain pummeling Texas and
Arkansas for the second time in
as many weeks, causing scores of
accidents and thousands of power
outages.
The National Weather Service
said the worst may lie ahead, issuing ice and winter storm warnings for Tuesday with high temperatures in the mid 30s.
"It could be a major ice storm
before this thing is over Tuesday
night or Wednesday," said forecaster
Scott Curl.
. Early in the day. Oklahoma
authorities reported a rash of accidents with the first sign of sleet
and snow. In Nowata County, 50
miles north of Tulsa, a 13-yearold boy was killed when he lost
control of his go-cart and hit a
pickup truck at a snowy intersection. Two adults also died in a wreck
on a frozen stretch of Interstate
35 in Payne County, 35 miles
north of Oklahoma City.
The storm caused several flight
cancellations in Oklahoma City, and
in Tulsa, crews scrambled to apply
large amounts of sand and salt to
lick roads, said Dan Crossland,
the city's street maintenance manager.
Snapped power lines put 13,000
Oklahomans in the dark, according to Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co.

11- Shopping

their Democratic colleagues when
Bill Clinton was inaugurated, and
some Democrats this time around
may have some unwanted tickets
to share.
Even so, some constituents may
be disappointed and Major and
Faulk will have to deliver some
bad news.
"There is only X number of
tickets," Major said. "You make
it very clear to them at the beginning."
Besides being the ticket brokers, the two women will find themselves serving as social directors.
Walsh is holding an open house
in his congressional office where

inauguration attendees from back
home can shake hands with their
lawmaker and get a warming cup
of hot coffee before heading outside to the Capitol grounds. In
between taking ticket orders,
they've been arranging for everything from coffee stirrers to coat
racks.
"You don't realize until you're
there how much work goes on
accommodating people," Major
said.
For all their work, the two
women won't get to attend George
W. Bush's swearing-in. They'll have
to be satisfied with watching it
on one of the office televisions.
"You won't be going to the
event," Faulk said, "but you're
going to be warm."

•ABC ...
ratio.
"What we have decided to do
is send a field inspector in to do
"We encourage them to do that, an inspection after six months,"
if they have the capacity," he said. he said, adding that a restaurant
"It's just an add-on that helps with could be possibly be out of comthe enforcement."
pliance with the law one month,
All this does not mean, how- but come back in line before the
ever, that those who choose to end of the six-month period. "It's
serve alcohol in Murray will not basically impossible to do it after
have strict regulations to worry only one."
about. For example, Gahafer said
Still, while the ABC promises
strict background checks are per- to be strict with its enforcement,
formed on anyone who applies for Gahafer said most of the burden
a liquor license.
of enforcing alcohol ordinances
"We have a pretty good han- will fall on the shoulders of local
dle on it," he said. "Nobody's governments.
going to come in and open a
"We stay out of the local (commom-and-pop operation with a bar." munity) pretty much unless it's
Gahafer also said establishments out of line with what the state
that serve alcohol in Murray will says," he said. "There's really not
be expected to remain in compli- much we get into as long as the
ance with the 70/30 food-to-drink election's certified."

From Page 1

• ••

From Page 1
Stores to sell off the holiday merchandise at big discounts than it
is for them to pay the costs of
carrying the inventory. Stores also
need to make room for their early
spring lines, which begin arriving
on selling floors as early as next
week.

"Retailers are hoping that consumers will pick up a few new
spring merchandise items as they
steal some bargains in the store,"
said C. Britt Beemer, president of
America's Research Group in
Charleston, S.C.
Loehmann's, Macy's, and Sears,
r.`
_

Closed December 25th. Open Regular Hours December 26th.

Home Improvement Warehouse

Improving Home ImprovementExcludes all holiday storage gift cord boxes, scotch tope holiday electrical spikes select electrical cords and live nursery holiday product
roorr,.slo
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From Page 1
interested in her.
They gravitated toward each
other at school functions like hay
rides and picnics. They sang together in Gilbert and Sullivan's "H.M.S.
Pinafore." At dances, Paul took
breaks from playing drums to dance
the waltz, fox-trot and two-step with
Lula.
After one dance, Paul escorted
Lula to her off-campus house.
Lula's sister was sleeping in the
living room, but Paul stepped inside
anyway. He kissed Lula, then quickly left.
The romance was on. They did
nothing unseemly, of course, none
of the carrying-on that passes for
courtship these days. "We were
proper," Lula says. "Kissing was
about it."
Kissing was enough.
"I'd gone with boys in high
school, but that was nothing," Lula
says. "They were just boys. Paul
was really my first love. Do you
ever forget your first love?"
Paul graduated the next spring
and left to teach at a country
school in eastern Idaho. Lula took
summer courses, then quit school
to teach first grade in Malad City,
80 miles from Paul.
Neither had a car, and telephones were not for idle chat in
those days, but they wrote every
week or two. Paul's handwriting
was beautiful, Lula remembers,
fluid with long, looping lines.
For Christmas 1924, he gave
Lula a book called "101 Famous
Poems." It was bound in handtooled leather, with a thin, redribbon bookmark tucked to page
107, a poem by Robert Browning
called "Summum Bonum."
Lula loved that poem, especially the end:
Truth, that's brighter than
gem,
Trust, that's purer than pearl

Roebuck & Co., started pushing
after-Christmas sales last week,
sending coupons in the mail to
Brightest truth, purest trust in
customers. Kmart and Wal-Mart the universe —
planned to open Tuesday at 6 a.m.
all were for me
Sears will feature 50 percent disIn the kiss of one girl.
counts on items ranging from
In June 1925, after Lula's
sweaters to bathrobes.
first year of teaching, Paul borrowed a car and drove her home
to Fairfield, Idaho, where he met
her parents. They liked him very
much, Lula says.
That fall, she returned to Malad
J
City, and Paul took another teaching job 100 miles away. They kept
, writing, though a bit less often.
As much as she loved Paul,
Lula was puzzled. He never spoke
of marriage. She could think of
reasons why not. They were young,
and neither had much money. Still,
she thought he might say something about his intentions, if indeed
he had intentions.
But he didn't say a word, and
so Lula started dating others. She
assumed Paul was doing the same.
Lula socialized with a group
of young teachers in Malad City.
A math teacher named Laurence
Marschat seemed especially fond
of her. They spent more and more
time together, and she realized she
was falling in love with him.
But what about Paul? Near the
end of 1926, three years after they
met, Lula wrote her hardest letter
to Paul. Larry had asked her to
marry him, she wrote, and she
was thinking she'd probably say
yes.
Paul never wrote back.
Lula didn't know — how could
she? — that Paul was too heartbroken to reply. She didn't know
— for he had never told her —
that he had planned to marry her
all along.

•Lights •Gift Wrap •Ornaments •Artificial Trees
•Decorative Bows •Holiday Collectibles
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Lula Packham became Mrs. Laurence Marschat on June 2, 1927.
The newlyweds moved to Oregon, where Larry worked first as
a teacher, then as a school suparintendent and finally as a planner
with the state department of education in Salem. They had three
children: Laurence Jr., Gerald and
Marilyn.
In summer 1933, Lula and Larry
were in Eugene while Larry worked
on his master's degree at the University of Oregon. Paul was there,
too, taking summer classes, and
when he learned Lula was in town,
he came to visit one day.
It seemed to Lula that he'd gotten over her quite nicely. Paul was
married, too, and he brought along

his wife, Sara, and their two boys,
Lad l and Paul Jr. They all chatWar II. The kids grew up, and
Lula took a secretarial job with
the Tuberculosis Association. She
worked there 25 years.
In 1987, Larry died of a heart
attack following a series of strokes.
Lula, age 82, was on her own
after six decades of marriage.
She stayed active with friends,
church and the League of Women
Voters. She took aerobics classes.
She moved north to Woodburn and
lived alone in a house across a
golf course from her youngest
brother, Willis, and his wife, Gena.
She was lonely, yes, but she
considered that her lot as an elderly widow. Her health was excellent, her mind was sharp, and she
didn't feel old.
But the world makes assumptions about a woman in her 90s,
she found. People started speaking loudly to her, even though she
could hear them fine. Strangers
called her "Lula" instead of "Mrs.
Marschat."
As for the world of passion,
well, don't be silly. Old ladies
don't fall in love — even Lula
believed that.
Last April 21, Lula checked her
mail around noon, as usual. There,
amid the fliers and bills, was a
white envelope with her address
written in small, cramped letters.
An old person's handwriting, Lula
thought, then caught her breath
when she saw the return address:
Paul Johnston.
"Dear Lula," the letter began.
"I think of you often ..."
She called him that night.
Paul explained that he'd tracked
her down through one of her sisters, whom he had looked up in
Jerome, Idaho. He told her his
wife had died in 1997. He said
he lived in Boise but had lots of
family in Oregon, and he wondered if Lula would mind a visitor.
She wouldn't mind at all, she
told him.
Three days later, Paul flew to
Portland and caught a ride with a
grandson the 20 miles south to
Lula's house. As they pulled up
in the driveway, Lula came out
the front door.
She had wondered how they
should greet. With a handshake?
With a hug? What was proper? What
did she want?
The wondering ceased when she
saw him standing by the car. Paul
had white hair and was slightly
stooped, but he still looked tall
to Lula.
"He held out his arms," she
says, "and I just walked into them."
She stayed there a while. They
kissed — once, twice, many times
— and Lula knew her lonely years
were over.
Paul had led a full life, too,
she learned. In World War H, he
was plucked from the Pacific after
a Japanese torpedo sank his ship.
He taught high-school history in
Boise and fathered a family grown
huge: four children, nine grandchildren, 26 great-grandchildren,
and three great-great grandchildren.
He walked more slowly than
Lula. He was hard of hearing and
a bit more forgetful than she was.
But the old Paul — the curious
intellectual, the gentle teaser —
was still there.
Two weeks later, they had dinner with relatives.
"We were sitting around the table
after dinner was over," Lula says,
"and Paul's son said to him, 'Well,
Dad, have you proposed to her
yet?' Paul looked at me and said,
'Have I?' and I said, 'No.' He
said, 'Well, will you marry me?'
I looked at all the people, and
they all sat there with their mouths
kind of open, and I said, 'Yes."
They were wed the next month,
on June 10.
"At age 94, time is of the
essence," Lula says.
Two-hundred friends and relatives watched them say "I do"
and ride away in a rented limousine. People asked Lula how old
she felt, and she didn't know how
to answer. She just felt young,
she said, and very much in love.
The newlyweds were inseparable. They shopped for groceries
together. They shared fortune cookies at a Chinese restaurant. They
went for walks, holding hands. They

read poetry to each other. Lula
"I wanted him to see this beautiful farm where I get them," Lula
says. "The trees are low, so you
can pick your own. It's fun."
Lula drove, taking her brand
new Hyundai for the 20-mile trip.
About halfway there, along a
straight stretch of two-lane highway, an oncoming car veered across
the center line.
Lula remembers the airbag
exploding toward her. She remembers struggling to breathe. Then
nothing, until she was in a hospital bed with tubes in her lungs.
The crash had broken her leg,
sternum and several ribs.
Paul was in another room with
a dislocated hip, crushed hand,
broken ribs and a fractured vertebra in his neck.
Nurses wheeled him into Lula's
room for visits, and the two commiserated over the indignity of it
all.
"We would have died that day,
if they'd just left us alone," Lula
says. "I told them I never wanted to be on a respirator and be
fed through a tube, and here they
made us do it."
Their fragile bones mended
slowly. Paul was transferred to a
nursing home Aug. 8, two days
before Lula's 95th birthday.
On Sept. 5, Lula moved into
Paul's room at the nursing home.
The staff called it the honeymoon
suite, but Lula says there was little charm to it.
They were in beds 10 feet apart.
Lula's legs were paralyzed, a complication from a pump implanted
to deliver pain medication to her
spine. Paul couldn't hear well, and
Lula had a bandage around her neck,
making it hard to talk. They said
"Good morning" and "How's your
food?" but not much more.
Two days after Lula arrived,
Paul took ill in the night with an
infection and high fever. Aides
rushed him out of the room on a
gurney, and Lula knew he wasn't
coming back.
"We didn't have time to
exchange words," Lula says. "I
didn't have time to say I love
you. As they took him out, I just
said, 'Goodbye, Paul.' There wasn't anything else I could do."
The doorbell rings. It is Lula's
physical therapist, here to help her
regain use of her legs.
When Lula resumes telling her
story, two hours later, she is lying
on her back in bed, her head
propped on a pillow.
Paul died Sept. 9. Six weeks
later, Lula moved out of the nursing home and in with Willis and
Gena.
They have been very kind, she
says. They gave up their bedroom
for her. Every day, they move her
from bed to chair and back again.
On Sundays, they take her to
church.
Doctors predict she will walk
again, though it may take a year
of therapy. Friends and relatives
visit often, and they tell her things
will get better, but Lula has her
doubts.
How is life for her now?
Lula glances toward the bedroom
door, making sure Willis and Gena
can't hear.
"Torture," she whispers. "It's just
hard work. I'm trying to survive
each day, and hoping I'll do better the next."
Lula gazes silently at the ceiling, her wrinkled hands playing with
the edge of her blanket, her new
wedding band and diamond engagement ring sparkling from her finger.
On the bedside table lies an
old, leather-bound book. The thin
red ribbon is still tucked to page
107, and Lula's visitor reads aloud:
"... All were for me in the kiss
of one girl."
Lula smiles.
On the day she wed Paul, there
were showers in the morning, but
the clouds soon parted, and raindrops sparkled everywhere. For the
next month, it hardly rained at
all, and to Lula it seemed as if
the world was bathed in a golden glow.
"It was much brighter, happier." Lula says. "Everything was
beautiful. It didn't matter that he
was old, or that I was. It didn't
make any difference. Isn't that
funny, what love does?"

Bush daughter rushed to hospital
AUSTIN, Texas(AP) — One of
Pjesident-elect Bush's twin daughters was recovering in a hospital after she had an emergency appendectomy.
Jenna Bush, l9, was listed in
stable condition following the surgery at St. David's Hospital on
Christmas night. Aides to Bush said
she might be well enough to join
the family as early as Wednesday
on their Florida vacation

Bush, wearing a gray cowboy
hat, left the governor's mansion in
a rain storm to visit his daughter for
about 45 minutes after the procedure Monday night. Bush himself
had his appendix removed when he
was 10 years old.
Jenna Bush was taken to the
hospital. a five-minute drive from
the mansion, after experiencing abdominal pains Christmas Day.
Doctors performed surgery to

remove the appendix, which is a
small, finger-shaped pouch of intestinal tissue.
Hospital officials said she would
remain there overnight.
"The doctors are very pleased"
with her progress. said Gordon
Johndroe, a Bush spokesman.
Jenna is a freshman at the University of Texas at Austin. Her sister, Barbara, attends Yale University.
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Mrs. Kathleen C. (Katie) Outland
The funeral for Mrs. Kathleen
Caldwell (Katie) Outland will be
today at 2:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church. Dr. Greg Earwood and
Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate.
Music will be by Richard Jones,
organist, Lisa Ray, pianist, Jennifer Wilson, flutist, and Margery
Shown, soloist.
Active pallbearers will be Bob
Broadbent, Jerry Ford, Johnny
Kelso, Richard Knight, Bill Kopperud and Neal Sellars. An honorary group will be members of
Dorcas Sunday School of First
Baptist Church. Burial will follow
-in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Outland, 82, North 10th
Street, Murray, died Wednesday,
Dec. 20, 2000, at 6 p.m. at Doctors Hospital, Sarasota, Fla.
A graduate of Lynn Grove High
School, she attended Draughon's
Business College. She was
employed by USDA, Calloway
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service for
approximately 43 years, retiring in
January 1984.
Mrs. Outland was a member of
First Baptist Church where she
was a member of Dorcas Sunday
School Class and Lottie Moon
WMU Group and had served in
various other capacities. She was
also a member of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club
and of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees. She
was commissioned a Kentucky
Colonel by Martha Layne Collins
in 1984, and volunteered at Need
Line and National Boy Scouting
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Mack Knight

Mack Knight, 89, London Drive, Murray, died today, Tuesday, Dec.
26, 2000, at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Allene Brownfield Knight; two
daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Parma% Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mrs. Beth
White and husband, Steve, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Zana Hoover,
Minister, Ind., and Mrs. Jean Reeks, Cromwell; one brother, Charles
Knight, Hammond, Ind.; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Estil Thomas Lucas
Estil Thomas Lucas, 78, Bardstown, formerly of Brandenburg, died
Sunday. Dec. 24, 2000, at Flaget Memorial Hospital, Bardstown.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Bedwell, Hardin and
Mrs. Misty Dickens, Elizabethtown; three sons, Jim Lucas and David
Lucas, Brandenburg, and Bobby LUcas, Webster; three half sisters,
Mrs. Dorothy Buckles, Mrs. Donnia Thacker and Mrs. Billie Ann Dillard, all of Elizabethtown; 11 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren;
one stepgrandchild; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Walnut Grove Baptist
Church, Lodiburg. Burial will follow in the church cemetery.
Visitation will be at Hager Funeral Home, Brandenburg, after 5
p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Hannah Evon Hendon

KATHLEEN OUTLAND

Mrs. Hannah Evon Hendon, 91, Shoemaker Road, Murray, died
Sunday, Dec. 24, 2000, at 7 p.m. at Arbor Place Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Concord Church of
Christ.
She was married Nov. 22, 1930, to John Richard Hendott who died
Feb. 20, 1998. Born Nov. 17, 1909. in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Moody W. Wheatley and Annie Darnell Wheatley. One sister, Jennie A. Hendon, and one brother, Noah B. Wheatley, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dortha Winchester, two grandchildren, Steve Winchester and Donnie Winchester and wife, Gina,
and four great-grandchildren, Attie, Austin, Amanda and John Ryne
Winchester, all of Murray; one nephew, Ed Wheatley and wife, Jan,
Paris, Tenn.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley will officiate. Burial will follow
in New Concord Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tues•day).

Museum.
She was married Dec. 17, 1940,
to Purdom J. Outland, who died
May 14, 1955. Preceding her in
death were her parents, William
C. Caldwell and Rachel Kelso
Caldwell, stepmother, Deccere
Beaman Caldwell, and one brother, Codie Lee Caldwell.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Carole Outland Gottman
and husband, Wendell, Sarasota,
Fla.; one brother, Charles CaldMrs. Carrie Story, 89, Campbell Court, Mayfield, formerly of Murwell and wife, Essie, Daytona
Beach, Fla.,; sister-in-law, Mrs. ray, died Saturday, Dec. 23, 2000, at 6:05 p.m. at Mills Manor NursRuth Caldwell, Murray; one niece, ing Home, Mayfield.
Her husband, Hafford Story, died in September 1956. Born Jan. 5,
Mrs. Leah Caldwell Beckwith and 1911, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late A.B.
husband, Paul, Oak Park, Ill.; one Stark and Idela Butterworth Stark. Two sisters, Mrs. Jessie Irvin and
nephew,Jerry William Caldwell and Mrs. Clover Lockhart, and two brothers, B. Stark and D. Stark, also
wife, Dawn, Allen Park, Mich.; preceded her in death.
two great-nieces; two greatMrs. Story retired from Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A charnephews; two great-great-nieces.
ter member of Westside Baptist Church, Murray, she was a member
of First Baptist Church, Mayfield, and of the Sunday School.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Faye Whitnell and husband,
Robert Max Blalock, 75, Beaumont, Texas, died Sunday, Dec. 24,
Charles, Mayfield, and Mrs. Kaye Mitchem and husband, John,
2000.
A native of Murray, he had lived most his life in Beaumont. He Charleston, S.C.; five grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
was an insurance executive.
Funeral
Home. The Rev. Ralph McConnell, the Rev. David Whaley
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Libby Abbott •Blalock, Beaumont;
and
the
Rev.
Mel Dowdy will officiate. Burial will follow in Sinking
one daughter, Mrs. Cathy Karnes, Austin, Texas; two sons, Scott
Blalock, Denver County, Texas, and Robert Max Blalock, San Anto- Spring Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to "Living Christmas Tree,"
nio, Texas; three stepsons, William Abbott Fulbright, Fort Lauderdale,
First
Baptist Church, 118 West South St., Mayfield, KY 42066.
Ha., Robert Stevens Fulbright, New Albany,- Texas, and Dr. Richard

Mrs. Carrie Story

Robert Max Blalock

LeRoy Fulbright, Plano, Texas; four grandchildren; five step grandchildren.
Also surviving are six sisters, Mrs. Opal Howard, Murray, Mrs.
Martha Jane Stewart, San Antonio, Texas, Mrs. Ann Eva Maddox,
Louisville, Mrs. Janice Miller, Nacogdoches, Texas, and Mrs. Betty
Gravetti and Mrs. Rachel ,Soloman, both of Henderson;'several nieces
and nephews.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Parvin
Blalock of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Marelle Hughes, and two brothers, Nelson Blalock and Joe Blalock.
A memorial service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. St. Mark's Episcopal Church, Beaumont. Broussard's Mortuary, Beaumont, is in charge
of arrangements.
Visitation will follow the service in the cloister at the church.
Survivors and other information will be published on Wednesday.

Mrs. Inez Smith

Mrs. Inez Smith, 96, Murray, died Monday, Dec. 25, 2000, at 8:22
a.m. at West View Nursing fiome, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Visitation will .be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Wednesday.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Police Department
• Jon Carr, 22, 553 Cedar St., Calvert City, was arrested Saturday for
theft by unlawful taking (over $300), possession of marijuana, possession
of drug paraphernalia, possession of controlled substances and possession
of controlled substances not in a proper container. Carr had stolen a running vehicle from a driveway and, after wrecking the car, was apprehended for the theft, as well as the other violations for which warrants
were served.

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
8-7-7
Pick 4:
1-6-7-8

EVENING
Pick 3:
3-5-3
Pick 4:
4-5-3-4
Cash 5:
4-12-29-32-33
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Willie Cunningham, 90, West View Nursing Home, Murray, died
Sunday, Dec. 24, 2000, at 2:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A veteran, he was retired from South Central Bell Telephone Company. He was a member of St. John's Missionary Baptist Church.
Born March 9, 1910, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Willie Cunningham St. and Martha Major Cunningham. Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Mrs. Della C. Gleason, Mrs.
Estell Johnson and Mrs. Odvil Marvel, and two brothers, Henry Cunningham and Theodore Cunningham.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Udell Duffy, Murray; one brother, H.L. Cunningham, Detroit, Mich.; brother-in-law, Howard Johnson,
Paducah; several nieces, nephews, great--nieces, great-nephews, greatgreat-nieces, great-great-nephews and cousins.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at St. John's Missionary
Baptist Church. The Rev. A.H. Clark will officiate. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 6 to 7 p.m. Wednesday at Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home and after 10 a.m. Thursday at the church.

Mrs. Helen Elizabeth McCoy
Mrs. Helen Elizabeth McCoy, 72, Beard Drive, New Concord, died
Monday, Dec. 25, 2000, at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Congratulations
Billie Wilson
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Ups, downs for lawmakers
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
two-year congressional term that
just ended brought both wins and
losses to Kentucky's lawmaker, in
Washington.
All were winners on Election
Day, and Rep. Ernie Fletcher may
have emerged as the biggest victor. The Lexington-area freshman
thought to be endangered by many
political observers trounced his
Democratic opponent, former Rep.
Scotty Baesler. Republican Reps.
Anne Northup, of the 3rd District,
and Ed Whitfield, of the 1st. also
fought off spirited challenges from
their Democratic opponents.
On the policy front, senior Sen.
Mitch McConnell managed to muscle though more legislation than
other members of the delegation.
McConnell was aided by his key
position on the Appropriations
Committee.
It was in a foreign operations
appropriations bill that McConnell
inserted legislation cosponsored
with Kentucky Republican Sen.
Jim Bunning to pay the Tennessee
Valley Authority for transferring
mineral rights in eastern Kentucky
to the federal government.
While Kentucky environmentalists liked that provision, aimed at
stopping mining in the area, some
of them criticized a McConnell
measure in the Interior spending
bill requiring the government to
spend $1 million to study new
coal technologies at a Capitol Hill
power plant. McConnell pushed
for that after officials announced
plans to stop using coal there.
Kentucky is one of the top three
coal-producing states.
McConnell was not able to get
everything on his legislative wish
list. One bill he introduced with
much fanfare that never went anywhere would have imposed fiveyear mandatory minimum sentences
on pedophiles who lure children
over the Internet.
Bunning also experienced some
legislative setbacks.
He was unable to pass a bill
that would have distributed roughly $I billion in a federal fund to
Kentucky and other mining states.
Taxes on mining companies created the fund. It is supposed to
pay for land reclamation, but Congress also uses it to balance the
budget.
Another Bunning bill that died

AP ANALYSIS

NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
would have awarded heavyweight more than $100 million this year
champion and Louisville native for various projects, including
Muhammad Ali a Congressional cleanup, health screening and
Gold Medal. Veterans opposed the employee transition programs.
Northup was unsuccessful in premeasure, because Ali refused to
the government from issuventing
says
Bunning
1967.
be drafted in
he doesn't plan to reintroduce the ing new rules aimed at protecting
workers from workplace injuries.
bill.
had argued they were arbiShe
members
House
The delegation's
also had difficulty passing their trary and would be too expensive
for businesses to implement.
bills.
But Northup did manage to insert
the
in
surprising
That's not too
case of Rep. Ken Lucas, a fresh- items in spending bills that would
man and the delegation's lone directly benefit her Louisville disDemocrat. But the 4th District law- trict, including about $6 million
maker could see his stature rise for airport improvements, a zoo
in the 107th Congress. President- exhibit and neighborhood revitalelect Bush is expected to turn to ization.
Both Northup and Hal Rogers,
conservative Democrats like Lucas
for help in getting his priorities R-5th District, have coveted seats
on the appropriations committee.
through Congress.
Rogers, who is entering his llth
nara
hold
s
House Republican
row 221-211 edge over Democ- term, is adept at securing money
rats in the 107th Congress, with for pet projects. This year's prizes
two independents and one vacan- included $24 million for flood concy. The Senate is evenly split with trol and sewer projects in his east50 Democrats and 50 Republicans. ern Kentucky district and $2 mil"I think anybody that's going lion for a study on coal waste
to have any success in this Con- impoundments, following the spill
gress, is going to be in the mid- near Inez in October.
One measure Rogers failed to
dle," Lucas said.
but is vowing to reintroduce
pass
Whitfield, and Ron Lewis, Rrestructure the Immigration
to
would
unable
were
also
2nd District,
get most of their proposed legis- and Naturalization Service.
"There is no agency4 of the govlation passed. But a Lewisthat is worse run than INS,"
ernment
states
McConnell measure to require
who chaired the approsays
Rogers,
are
seniors
low-income
ensure
to
aware of federal assistance avail- priations subcommittee that overable to them was added to an sees the agency.
Rogers' bill would divide the
end-of-session spending bill. There
are about 50,000 seniors in Ken- agency into two organizations to
tucky who are apparently unaware deal with enforcement and service
they are eligible for aid, accord- missions separately. He could win
support from Bush, who has said
ing to McConnell.
And while it didn't have Whti- the agency needs an overhaul.
Kentucky lawmakers say other
field's name on it, a measure to
likely to resurface in the
at
issues
sickened
workers
compensate
the nation's nuclear plants passed next Congress include estate tax
in part because of the 1st District relief, HMO reform and a precongressman's perseverance. His scription drug benefit for seniors.
"We laid some good groundconstituents include employees of
the uranium enrichment plant in work," Fletcher said. But he said
Paducah, and Whitfield warned both parties would have to comGOP leaders that failing to approve promise. "We're going to have to
the measure could cost Republi- move toward the center in order
to develop some consensus on
cans like himself their seats.
The Paducah plant also received things."

Painters defined presidents
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
portrayed
postcard
cartoon
Theodore Roosevelt in pith helmet, his rifle smoking, surrounded by the lions and elephants he
pursued during a post-presidential
African safari.
The 1909 card, designed by political cartoonist Clifford Berryman.
was addressed to the U.S. Senate,
followed by a pointed message:
"Every time I shoot anything I
think of you."
Berryman's inscription, which
may well have reflected TR's feelings after years of dealing with Congress. is included in "The Artful
Presidency." an online exhibit
drawn from the Smithsonian Institution's Archives of American Art.
Available only on the Internet,
it is an outgrowth of "The American Presidency, a Glorious Burden," a new exhibit at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American History.
The show displays letters to
artists from Theodore and Franklin
Roosevelt, Herbert Hoover and
Andrew Jackson.
There are photographs and
records from Benjamin Harrison's
Western tour of 1891 and the
papers of artists documenting their
portraits of the presidents of their
times.
The public image of the nation's
presidents was supplied by the
artists who portrayed them, and
some chief executives were genuinely grateful.
"Sculptor, thy hand has moulded into form the haggard features
of a toil-worn face," former President John Quincy Adams intoned
in an 1837 burst of poetry dedicated to sculptor Hiram Powers,
who had portrayed Adams in a
bust.
"And whosoever views thy work
shall trace an age of Sorrow, and
a life of Storm," wrote the gloomy

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Paducah Sun
The high cost of removing "drum mountain"
from the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant site
underscores concerns that federal energy officials
have seriously underestimated the cost of the overall cleanup.
Cleanup contractor Bechtel Jacobs Co. hired
United States Enrichment Corp. to clean up the
35-foot-high pile of drums. The work was completed in just four months,' but the cost of removing the 85,000 drums reached $10 million — about
40 percent higher than initial estimates.
Costs ran higher than expected because "nonconforming material" — drums and scrap metal
different from the druitis containing mildly radioactive residue — were discovered in the massive
pile.
It's a virtual certainty that cleanup contractors
will come across a great deal more non-conforming material at the gaseous diffusion plant.
DOE officials have admitted they aren't sure
what types of materials were buried on the plant
grounds or stored in various buildings.
In any case, all of the waste will have to be
handled with great care, which means cleanup costs
are likely to soar.
Keep in mind that drum mountain represents
only 10 percent of the 65,000 tons of scrap metal
at the plant. And the disposal of the scrap metal
is just one component of a cleanup project that
should include the removal of one million cubic
feet of contaminated soil and 16 unused buildings
and the purification of 10 billion gallons of contaminated groundwater.
Federal officials spent about $400 million and
nearly 12 years studying, contamination at the Paducah plant.
This strongly suggests the cleanup itself will
cost a great deal more then the $1.3 billion estimate offered earlier this year.
A General Accounting Office report released in
April estimated that the total plant cleanup cost
would exceed the DOE estimate by about $3 billion.
It needs noting that, after months of foot-dragging, DOE recently has shown heightened interest
in aggressively pursuing the cleanup.
For instance, the agency's decision to seek proposals for facilities at Paducah and its sister plant
in Portsmouth, Ohio, that will convert depleted
uranium into a safer form was welcome news.
Still, the people of Paducah are under no illusions about the difficulty of the ongoing struggle
to ensure the cleanup is adequately funded and
completed over the next 12 years.
The Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
Whenever Kentuckians gather to talk about education these days, one topic keeps coming up —
the need to raise teacher salaries.
New Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit heard
it as he toured the state to find out what issues
were on residents' minds. Speakers at the "All
Children Can Learn" national conference in Louisville
also said that better training and pay were essential to attracting and retaining quality teachers.
The legislature will likely be forced to find
additional money for teacher salaries when it meets
in full session in 2002.
This year it called for a subcommittee to study

teacher salaries and make recommendations so that
salaries and benefits in Kentucky equal the national average by 2004. Just how those pay raises
need to be disbursed is the key element.
When education refornIlbegan in 1990, teacher
salaries were increased uniformly to be more commensurate with the national average. Since then
they have failed to keep pace, and in the 199899 school year, the average of $35,526 was $5,000
less than the national average, according to a report
released earlier this year from the Southern Regional Education Board.
There likely does need to be some uniform
increases for all teachers, but we believe it is time
to base more substantial pay increases on merit
and what the market demands.
Tying teacher pay to performance will become
more commonplace in the future, said Donald
McAdams, director of the Center for Reform of
School Systems. Compensation will depend on how
well teachers can demonstrate their knowledge and
delivery of the curriculum, McAdams said.
There also must be a recognition that teaching
positions that are difficult to fill should carry an
increased paycheck to make them more enticing.
This may not set well With some teachers- Who
believe teaching English is just as important as
special education.
Paying teachers more money does not make
them better teachers.
Quality teachers are called to their profession
and take pride in helping children succeed.
But in this competitive economy, we have to
let the best and brightest know that we value their
skills as educators and are willing to pay a wage
that ensures our children have the best possible
teachers.
The Herald-Leader, Lexington
"We're not going to try to catch up with anyone," said Bill Brundage, Kentucky's first commissioner of the new economy.
That might sound like a peculiar Ching to say
about a state that's woefully and consistently low
on the new economy totem pole.
But Brundage is right. Kentucky is too far
behind to ever beat the current leaders at their
game. Kentucky needs a different strategy to gain
ground.
"We're going to zero in on where this world
will be five or 10 years from now," Brundage
said.
What that might bring is still unknown, but it's
important that the state stay focused on the future.
More often Kentucky has gone in the opposite
direction, heavily weighed down with industries
that are dying or leaving in search of cheaper
labor.
People who know Brundage say his background
and expertise will pay dividends for Kentucky.
Brundage has experience at universities, was interim director of the Kansas City Area Life Sciences
Institute, president and chief executive officer of
the Enterprise Florida Technology Development
Board and head of the Kansas Technology Enterprise Corp.
The new economy sure has taken a long time
to reach Kentucky.
Brundage could be the point man to keep it
here.

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

MESE Roas DON'T
CoVER EVERYTH/NG,
Do THEY?

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
he was trying to sum me up immediately."
Painter Thomas Eakins had a
similar opportunity to observe President Rutherford B. Hayes: "The
president once posed. I never saw
him in the same pose again. He
wrote, took notes, stood up, swung
his chair around,
"In short, I had to construct
him as I would a little animal."
The artist's eye also took in
Theodore Roosevelt.
"His pants are too short," portraitist William Daniel Murphy
wrote his wife.
"He walks with a bounding step
and looks mostly at the pavement
ahead of him ... two men 40 feet
behind him called detectives trying to keep up with him.
"No gloves on — hands pink
— not too much color in face.
hair brown — shade lighter than
mine — slightest tinge of warmth
in ugly mustache ...."
And there's a 1939 memo on
White House stationery from
Franklin Roosevelt to Edward
Bruce, who directed New Deal
arts programs and who wanted to
leave the administration.
"What is all this nonsense about
your contemplated resignation?
When a fellow turns up in Washington and proves he can make
bricks out of straw, that the bricks
are durable and artistic, and that
nobody else can make them, the
eyes,
blue
expressive
"He had
clear-cut features and the kind of president puts a Marine Guard
around him and does not let him
fair skin that reflects the light.
"When he looked at me I felt out of town."

former president, who was doubtless feeling beleaguered in his second turbulent career as a member
of the House of Representatives.
The exhibit includes a page
from the diary of Rubens Peale,
a member of a large and extended artistic family, dated April 15,
1865, when he was 81: "Sad news
of the murder of President Lincoln, he was shot while attending
a performance at Ford's theater
last night in Washington ...."
Members of the Peale family
had been indefatigable presidential portrait painters since the days
of George Washington.
A week after he recorded the
president's assassination, Peale
noted that his sister, Mary, had
lingered at Lincoln's bier when
the body was available for public
viewing in Philadelphia because
"she is intending to paint a portrait of him."
A little further on is a recollection from portrait artist Greta
Kempton describing her portrait sessions with President Harry S. Truman.
"We never lacked for conversation because he took my work
seriously and had a limitless curiosity about my techniques," she wrote.
"He wanted to know about colors, about the brushes used and
about the work of other painters.
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Perfection difficult for tree farmers

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane
off East Sycamore Street, features these Golden Retriever
mixes, seven weeks old, male
and female, among the many
animals for adoption this
week. Shelter officials urge
persons to call the shelter if
they have lost or found an
animal. Hours of the shelter
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed
on Sunday. For. information
call 759-4141.

a very special one this year — tree into shape over the years.
Most farmers sell the trees to
the state capital's Christmas tree.
This year's bounty is welcome retailers at prices that range from
relief to Pennsylvania's 1,458 $15 to $22. Those retailers then
Christmas tree-producing farms that sell the trees for any price that
have endured years of drought and the market demands.
Lisa Cringy, of Wheeling, W.Va.,
hits from artificial tree-manufacis an example of the nation's perenturing competitors.
The cooperative weather may nial quest for perfection. She set
be free but the new technology, out one recent day to find a Christsuch as elaborate irrigation and mas tree for her boyfriend, finalpesticide systems, is costly. While ly settling on one for $30.
farmers also can shear firs and
pines into perfect shapes, all of
the demands of meeting consumers'
quest for the perfect tree — one
that is perky, green and fresh —
MAYVILLE, N.D. (AP) —
has hiked farmers' production costs. Levon Nelson has crafted a unique
The state's tree sales brought way to help save family farms.
It's a tiny program, compared
in $35.4 million last year, placing
to
the federal farm program or
nation
third
in
the
Pennsylvania
for Christmas tree revenues, behind state-run agriculture mediation proOregon and North Carolina, said grams. But he said it is reasonDaryl Schafer, spokesman for the ably successful.
Nelson formed Partners in
Penniylvania Chfistmas Tree GrowProgress in the basement of Ebenezers Association.
Farmers can invest anywhere er Lutheran Brethren Church here
from $7.50 to $14.50 into each at a regular prayer breakfast with
tree, which takes about 13 years nine other Lutheran men from sevto mature, said Chuck Flinn, forester eral congregations.
and nursery manager at Musser
That was in 1991. By 1995,
Forest Inc. in Indiana, Pa. The
money goes for pesticides, irriga- the group was formally chartered
tion and the cost of shearing the as a nonprofit. So far, it has channeled more than $2 million in
revolving, interest-free short-term
loans or other financial help from
nearly 50 participants to dozens
of farmers.
The members began as people
Nelson knew. Now people stop
him in the street to donate money.
UPDATE
Former clients now are on board,
helping other farmers.
Nelson said 270 farmers have
contacted Partners in Progress.

INDIANA, Pa. (AP) — Picking just the right tree for the holiday season may be a picturesque
national ritual, but Christmas tree
farming is not all tinsel and lights.
Pennsylvania, which ranks second in the nation behind Oregon
for the number of tree farms, is
producing one of its best crops in
years thanks to new technologies
and cooperative weather.
Yet in an industry blemished
by labor shortages and thefts, growers say higher overhead costs have
led to lower profits. Consumers
demand a fragrant, full, perfectly
shaped tree — and that costs
money to produce.
"The price of trees has steadily gone up with inflation, but it's
gotten more expensive to raise
trees," said Ed Chapman, president of the Indiana County Christmas Tree Growers' Association.
"People want the perfect tree, but unfortunately this is not a
manufactured product. But we can
get them near perfect."
Indiana County, which proclaims
itself the Christmas tree capital of
the world, is home to 75 Christmas tree farms. It produced about
1 million of Pennsylvania's 5 million Christmas trees last year and

Man drives program to help farmers

Trees useful beyond holidays
The last week of December is
traditionally a time for folks to come
together with family and friends and
I hope your year has been prosperous and rewarding. I would like
to wish everyone a peaceful holiday season.
Many times people wonder how
used Christmas trees can be beneficial or ways in which trees can
be disposed of prudently for benefit of all. Some suggestions .,of
ridding yourself of your tree are
following.
First of all, some people obtain
trees for the holidays that are alive
and growing. In such cases, the
tree should be planted into the
soil promptly after use.
If the ground is frozen, which
it probably will be from the weather forecasted, place the tree in a
planter large enough to accommodate the tree, and when thaw
of the ground occurs, place the
tree in a location that will be suitable for years to come.

AGRICULTURE

"They're all picked over and farmers are occasional bouts of
kind of shaggy-looking," Cringy tree theft. Between shearing seasaid while examining a Christmas son in May and harvesting season
tree lot along Route 22 in Indi- in November, it's not unusual for
ana County.
a farmer to walk the fields and
J.D. Fleming, owner of the 500- find 50 stumps where once trees
acre Fleming's Christmas Tree Farm grew.
in Indiana, Pa., said his produc"There are just too many farms
tion and profits have fallen because trying to get a piece of the marhe lacks enough workers to help ket," Fleming said. "I don't have
him with the labor-intensive job. the profits that I had 15 years
Other problems that plague the ago."

hears of a farmer in financial trouble. He talks to him, and studies
the farm operation, trying to develop a plan for profitability.
Often, the situation is dire
enough to require some quick and
relatively large amounts of cash
for the farm to stave off foreclo"Those 69 averaged three-quar- sure and feed the family.
ters of a million dollars in debt,"
Nelson calls around. He said
Nelson said.
he often can raise thousands of
Most of the farming operations dollars in hours, based simply on
would be out of business if not his reputation. Then, that money
for Partners in Progress, Nelson is repaid within months, usually
said, and nearly all the loans have - after the-farmer gets loans restrucbeen repaid.
tured through negotiations with a
Here's how it works: Nelson lender, brokered by Nelson.

Most of them needed a little help,
much of it advice given over the
telephone. But 69 farmers in financial need have been aided by loans
raised by Partners in Progress and
the financial advice Nelson provides.

The Cold
s Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties

•Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

•••••••
• V •

Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent

•

Remember location for the tree concrete blocks to the trees and
should be away from power lines placed them into favorite fishing
and other structures that may pres- holes in ponds for fish structure.
ent problems as the tree grows
Others have put trees into areas
throughout the coming years. Also,
of the landscape around homes for
remember to water the tree throughstructure that song birds may roost
out this winter and continue to water
in or feed from.
the tree this coming year.
Any way to use the expended
Trees that have been purchased
tree
may be beneficial to the area
that were cut can be used in vararound
the home. Be creative while
ious ways.
Some folks have tied rocks on disposing of the holiday tree.

ATTENTION

BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY

'HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY HOLIDAY

•

WINTERNIAS
ARRIVED!
•

•

The Murray Ledger & Times
asks for your understanding.

Fuel;.(iBlf Erceffence Since 1924

(formerly Benton Service Oil Co.)
Blake Anderson, Division Manager
307 N. Main Street
Benton, Kentucky

We offer a full line of commercial
and industrial lubricant products.
‘,.(

Chevron

During times of bad weather, your carrier will continue to
deliver the Ledger & Times to your home as long as it is safe
to travel the roads.
However, when the roads become hazardous and are closed,
your carrier will be unable to bring your newspaper until the
roads are safe. Please understand we are thinking of the safety of our carriers, and we will do our best to deliver the Ledger
& Times to you.
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY

(270) 753-1916

Shell
Terry Collier, Lubricants Manager
14 Years Experience

David Henderson, Delivery & Sales
10 Years Experience
Joe Suiter, Delivery & Sales
14 Years Experience
Serving

Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee &

Missouri

Call Terry Collier at

270-527-3218 or
888-422-8474, vcIdiasi
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'Listening to Love'
conference planned
The second "Listening to Love"
Women's Conference has been
scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 10,
2001, at First Baptist Church, Murray. It is being sponsored by The
Fellowship of Christian Women of
WMU of the church.
Members said "the conference
is to encourage, equip and inspire
women to become all God created them to be."
Sylvia Harney will be the guest
speaker.
Harney said she rediscovered
ROLLING PIE CRUST...Montessori Discovery School Stu- her gift for laughter in her early
twenties while attending Belmont
dents Madison Houck and Robert Blankenship are pictured
rolling pie crust for the special lunch pumpkin pie. Montes- University in Nashville, Tenn. The
sori students helped decorate the lunch tables for families disappearance of laughter in her
life is part of her personal story
who came to eat at the school.
that she now shares with groups
across the country.
She is the author of "Married
Beyond Recognition" and "Every
Time I Go Home I Break Out in
The Purchase District Health and focus on nicotine replacement
Relatives." She describes both
Department and sponsors, Women's by utilizing nicotine gum or patchbooks as "a joyful celebration of
Health & Wellness Center, Ken- es.
love that lasts a lifetime, laughter
tucky Cancer Program and JackThe classes will begin the sec- that lifts us up and as a gently
son Purchase Medical Center, are ond week of January. Pre-regisnudge to look for the treasures
now registering for stop smoking tration is required.
hidden in ordinary, everyday life."_
classes in Mayfield and Paducah.
For more information or to sign - — Worship leader will be Kristen
These effective smoking cessa- up call for Paducah classes at Wicker,
currently in her senior at
tion classes has one of the high- McCracken County Health CenUnion University, Jackson, Tenn.,
est success rates of any cessation ter, 1-270-444-9631 or Women's
majoring in Christian studies.
method, a health department Health & Wellness at 1-270-441Active in campus ministries,
spokesperson said.
414; for Mayfield classes at Graves
The Cooper/Clayton method County Heath Center at 1-270addresses all aspects of smoking 247-3353.

Classes set for January

she leads praise and worship for
chapel services and is a student
coordinator of the campus women's
ministry called "Klaymata."
Wicker will return for her second year as a praise and worship
leader for the local conference.
Registration will be from 8 to
9 a.m. with the morning program
from 9 a.m. to noon, lunch from
12:10 to 1 p.m. and afternoon program from 1 to 4 p.m.
Advanced individual tickets
before Jan. 28, 2001, will be $20
each per person or in groups of
five or more prepaid will be $15
each. Box lunch, prepaid before Jan.
28 will be $5 each. After Jan. 28,
all registrations will be $30 each.
All registrants must fill out ap
individual registration form using
the "Listening to Love" folder; or
register
online
(www.rjkeller.com/conference,htm)
and mail your fee to Listening to
Love Conference, First Baptist
Church, 203 S. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071. Checks should be made
payable to FBC Women's Conference.
— For more information call the
church office, 753-1854, Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.; Denise Travis at 7534532; or Pam Keller at 759-5795.

More money released
MCCH to offer program for heating assistance

Winning By LosingTM, a nationally recognized weight loss program. will be offered at MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Center for Health & Wellness on Tuesdays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. starting Jan. 9 and continuing through
March 27.
This program is taught by a
registered dietitian. The classes
will include small changes in daily
food and exercise habits to help

•

control or even prevent medical
conditions including diabetes,
digestive problems, heart diseases,
high cholesterol, high blood pressure, osteoporosis and some types
of cancer.
Participants must be at least 18
years of age and be at least 10
percent over an ideal body weight.
Preregistration is required by
calling Community Outreach Nurse
Mary Cody RN at 762-1248.
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money will help thousands more
families."
Families initially were able to
apply for LIHEAP subsidies from
Nov. 6 to Dec. 13. On Jan. 8,
the cabinet planned to begin accepting applications for crisis assistance to eligible families facing
the imminent loss of heat because
of inability to pay utility bills or
for fuel.
The additional funding allows
the cabinet to accept new applications for both the basic LIHEAP
subsidy and crisis assistance beginning Tuesday, Jan. 2.
The local office of West Kentucky Allied Services, now located in the building at 203 South
Sixth St., Murray, will take the
applications. Hours are 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
The temporary telephone number is 753-5362, ext. 43.

BIRTHS
Brendan Christopher Maness

egistry

P.

Low-income families who need
help paying heating bills this winter have another opportunity to
apply for financial help from the
state.
The federal government has
released an additional $5,946,656
to the Kentucky Cabinet for Families and Children for the Low
Income Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP).
Families whose income does
not exceed 110 percent of the federal poverty level are eligible for
assistance. The maximum income
for a family of four would be $1.563
per month.
"We are pleased that the federal government recognized the
imminent danger the recent and
continuing extreme cold, combined
with much higher home heating
costs, poses to our low-income
families," said Viola P. Miller, secretary of the Kentucky Cabinet
for Families and Children. "This
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
There are so many beautiful and meaningful decorations at
the various homes in the city and county for the holidays.
But one place in the Lynnwood Heights Subdivision off Highway 94 West that has a special meaning is at the home of
Gary Covey there. His wife, Martha, died earlier this year and
it was her request that the bridge and gazebo at their home
be decorated for the holidays.
Gary was assisted in decorating by other residents in the
subdivision. Martha was a lovely lady and I remember what a
joy it was to talk with her at Union Planters Bank before her
illness.

Fibromyalgia Group is tonight
Fibromyalgia Support Group is scheduled to meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information contact Marlane Newell at
753-0043.

Singles plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. for dinner at Sirloin Stockade. On Friday the group
lans to eat at Martha's at 5:30 p.m. and then attend a movie. The
SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Jackie at 1-270247-7754 or Vickie after 4 p.m. at 759-5395.

Flu clinic on Wednesday
Calloway County Health Center will be giving flu shots from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kroger of Murray. The charge will be $5 per
shot, but if persons have Medicare or Medicaid the cost will be
paid. "We are sponsoring this clinic at Kroger for the benefit of
the public," center spokesperson said.

Christian Basketball Clinic planned

A Christian Basketball Clinic will be Wednesday from 12:30 to
3 p.m. in the gym of the First United Methodist Church, Murray,
and sponsored by First Baptist Church, Murray. This will be for
all children from kindergarten through 8th grade. The cost will be
$6 each which includes a jersey. For information call Joetta Kelley, preschool/children's minister of sponsoring church.
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A veterans field representative is scheduled to be at the Murray Post Office on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. to provide
counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.

Oaks' ladies plan event
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. Hostess will be Jan Ochoa, phone 759-4154.

Cruise scheduled
A five-night cruise to Nassau, Key West and Half Moon Cay
is scheduled April 8 to 13, 2001, by the Good Life of The Murray Bank. The group will board Holland America's ship, the MS
Westerday for five days and nights with stops at Key West, Nassau and Half Moon Cay. For information call Patti Thomas at the
bank at 753-5626 or drop by the main office at 405 South 12th
St., Murray.

WE
cel

MHS Class of 1986 plans
Murray High School Class of 1986 is tentatively making plans
for a 15-year reunion in 2001. Jason Billington requests that class
members contact him at 1-270-753-4751, days, or 1-270-759-5192,
nights, or e-mail deep@charter.net for addresses and input about
reunion plans.

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday.
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at II a.m. on Wednesday and 4 p.m.
Sunday at American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets,
Murray. For information call 436-5073 or 436-5675.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray.
These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or 4365489.
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AA meetings scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Maness of 1134 Tom Taylor Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Brendan Christopher Maness, born on Sunday.
Dec. 10, 2000, at 1:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds four ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Amy Waldrop.
Grandparents are Russell and Deborah Maness and Nelson and
Marlene Waldrop, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Bill and Francine Maness of Dexter.
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NOT SO DIFFERENT...Murray Elementary students recently
dressed to represent different countries before giving presentations on Tiger Cub News to show Christmas Around
the World.

SPECIAL GUESTS...Kay Weber, migrant coordinator, assisted by her dog, comes to MES every nine weeks to give
an accelerated reader prize. Pictured with her are Tina
Dunn and Jose Lemus.

SPECIAL TREAT...Ms. Cone, student teacher, assists MES
students in a tasting party in the library. Fruit bowls were
borrowed from a local food store.
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OUT OF THE WILD...Southwest students were thrilled
by a visit from Scott Kelly and several wild animals.
Kelly explained about the animal and their habitats.

SHOW AND TELL...Calloway County Preschooler Darbie Brewer, has a little help from Dad as she shows her baby calf
to her classmates.

LOOK WHAT WE WON...Students in primary classes won
gift certificates by participating in the coupon book sales
sponsored by ,lorth PTO.
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WE DO THIS...An MSU student shared her country's way to
celebrate Christmas with students in Murray Elementary.
Shown with her is student teacher Ms. Cone.

LEARNING BY EXAMPLE...Recently Murray Elementary stuENJOYING TREATS...Enjoying a tasting party during a study dents were shown how to make candles. They had to keep
of Christmas Around the World are these Murray Elemen- working until their candle was big enough to see how
tary students.
hard people worked in the early 1900s.
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YOUNG FIREFIGHTERS...North Elementary students are
shown displaying their firefighter hats given to them by
the fire department after a recent visit and lesson on fire
safety.

H IS FOR HOUSE...East Elementary student Kimberly Jar- MODELS IN 3D...East Elementary students displayed the
rett puts the finishing touches on the house she designed plant and animal cell 3D models they made as part of
while studying the letter "h."
their fifth-grade science classes.
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EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St. Dr. Kevin M. Adams 759.1500

all in one
convenient location!

(110

eheck Weekly
Specials!

Gin CAIN rEVER7
$3.00 OFF
Adult Haircut & Style

Fringe Benefits

7119-1874 /
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Titans earn homefield advantage Holiday
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- The Tennessee Titans didn't slap high-fives with fans
as they left the field. Most didn't even bother to show off their T-shirts and hats commemorating their first AFC Central title since
1993.
But then the Titans never worried about
not making the playoffs.
The Titans secured the AFC's top seed, a
bye week and home-field advantage throughout the playoffs Monday night by beating the
Dallas Cowboys 31-0 in a game where their
defense shined by forcing four turnovers to
finish as the NFL's best.
"We talked about hitting a peak at the end
of the year," Titans end Kenny Holmes said.
"I think we're starting to peak right now.
Hopefully, we're just getting better every day."
The Titans already feature the NFL's best
record at 13-3 and possibly the toughest homefield advantage in the league at Adelphia Coliseum where they are 16-1 the past two seasons.
"We like our chances at home," receiver
Yancey Thigpen said. "We have a great record
at home, and I think the guys really are going
to work hard to take advantage of it."
The Titans put on a show in the third
quarter, this time with their defense.
They led only 7-0 after a first half in
which they turned the ball over four times,
but they made up for it in less than 13 minutes.
Linebacker Randall Godfrey forced two
fumbles and recovered a third, end Henry
Ford fell on a ball and ran 30 yards before
diving in for a touchdown, and rookie linebacker Keith Bulluck walked into the end
zone with an 8-yard interception return.

Al Del Greco tacked on a 21-yard field
goal that left the Titans up 31-0 with 2:36
left in the third quarter.
"The momentum swung, the crowd got into
the game more, and it was a very merry
Christmas in Tennessee,- Bulluck said.
Granted, Dallas featured Anthony Wright
at quarterback in only his second NFL start
with Troy Aikman watching on the sidelines.
But they had Emmitt Smith in the game with
a chance to pass Barry Sanders for No. 2 on
the career rushing list if he rushed for 124
yards.
He got only 20 yards on 12 carries as the
Titans, knowing they could pass the Ravens
for honors as the NFL's stingiest defense,
gave up just 95 yards total in their second
straight shutout after beating the Cleveland
Browns 24-0 last week.
Titans safety Blaine Bishop said he has
never played with a better defense. Dallas
coach Dave Campo was impressed.
"When they jump into their blitz package,
it's tough, and they blitzed us all through the
game without backing off at all. They're a
very good football team defensively, probably
the best defensive football team in the league,"
Campo said.
The Titans finished with 374 yards of
offense and held onto the ball in the second
half. Steve McNair, who was 17-of-23 for
188 yards with a touchdown and two interceptions, left in the third quarter after his
left ankle became sore.
Titans coach Jeff Fisher also pulled Eddie
George in the third quarter eight carries short
of breaking Jamal Anderson's NFL record of
410 carries in a season.

games
set for
locals

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS...Eddie George and the Tennessee Titans
assured themselves of homefield advantage throughout the NFL playoffs by defeating Dallas 31-0 Monday.

Saints: Rams won't spoil playoff plans
•St. Louis,
New Orleans to
face off in NFC
Wild Card game
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The
St. Louis Rams quashed the New
Orleans Saints' original game plan
of a bye week.
But the Saints say that's the
last playoff goal the Rams will
deny New Orleans.
-We beat them up there, they
beat us down here," said Saints right
tackle Kyle Turley.
"They're going to come back
down here, and we're going to
beat them and move on through
the playoffs."
St. Louis (10-6), the sixth-seeded NFC playoff team, returns to
New Orleans on Saturday to play
the NFC West champion Saints, who

also finished 10-6 but won the
division because of a better division record than the Rams.
The defending Super Bowl
champions did their part to make
the playoffs by beating the Saints
26-21 Sunday. Then they got the
final wild card spot when Chicago beat Detroit.
"Batten down the hatches, everybody," Rams wide receiver coach
Al Saunders said. "Because we
are back again."
New Orleans, which rebounded
from a 3-13 season with hard play
and solid defense, hopes to prove
the Rams aren't back to stay.
"We know them now, we know
what we have to do against them,"
Saints defensive lineman Norman
Hand said. "This time we just
have to make sure we get it done."
The Saints swept through the
NFC West before stumbling against
the Rams in the second meeting
of the season. St. Louis seemed

DOUBLE TAKE...Kurt Warner
and the Rams will try to beat
the Saints for the second
straight week.
to befuddle New Orleans as it turned
to a strong ground game and Marshall Faulk.
The Rams ran the ball for 246
yards — 220 of those yards

belonged to Faulk — the secondmost rushing yards of Faulk's
career. He also broke the NFL
record for touchdowns with 26.
Faulk also had seven catches
for 41 yards and a touchdown.
"There's just no one else like
him," New Orleans linebacker Keith
Mitchell said.
"He's got such deceiving
strength, you know. It seems like
he goes into the line and there's
nothing there for him. But then
they mark the ball and he's gained
5 or 6 yards out of nothing."
The Saints offense, which had
thrived over the last four games
with the inexperienced Aaron
Brooks in for injured Jeff Blake,
struggled against the Rams for the
first three quarters.
During that stretch, the Saints
had five first downs, never putting as many as two together on
a possession.
It was only late in the game

that New Orleans got going, scoring two fourth-quarter touchdowns.
"We didn't play well in two
phases of the game, we got beat,
and we were still in the game
with two minutes to go," Saints
coach Jim Haslett said.
"As bad as we played on both
sides of the ball, we were still in
the game."
The Saints have played worse
at home than on the road this season, but having their third straight
game on their own field should
also be a help on Saturday, Haslett
said.
"They played Monday night.
Sunday night and they're coming
back here Saturday, flying all
around the country," Haslett said.
"So that's three away games in
a row for them. Two on Astroturf
and another short week. I don't
know if that's an advantage or
not. But I'd think you'd have to
start getting tired here pretty soon.-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
While most of Murray and
Calloway County is enjoying
time off during the holiday
season, it's business as usual
for local basketball teams.
Local hoops action cranks
up again Wednesday when the
Murray High Tigers begin play
in the Playground Shootout at
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.
The Tigers (6-4) will face
Niceville, Ha. in a 4 p.m. firstround contest at Choctawachee
High School. MHS is guaranteed three games in the tournament.
Murray High's Lady Tigers
(5-3) will play in the only
local tournament, hosting the
eight-team Lady Tiger Classic
later this week —at - the -MHS
gymnasium.
The tournament begins on
Thursday and will run through
Saturday. Matchups and times
for the games have yet to be
released.
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers return to the hardwood
Wednesday in the Martin Lions
Club Christmas Tournament in
Martin, Tenn. CCHS (4-4) is
guaranteed three games in the
tournament, which will be
played at Martin Westview High
School.
The Calloway County Lakers (4-1) begin play in the
Coca-Cola Shootout Thursday
in Louisville. Times and
matchups for those contests
were also unavailable.
College basketball resumes
its 2000-01 season later this
week when the Murray State
Racers travel to Big 12 member Colorado for a 6 p.m. CST
showdown Thursday. The Racers (4-4) also play at Nebraska on Saturday and will end
their non-conference schedule at
Santa Clara on Jan. 2.
The Murray State Lady Racers (3-7) will not play again
until Sunday, when they travel to Bowling Green for a New
Year's Eve matchup with rival
Western Kentucky at 2 p.m.

Blazers get revenge over Lakers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Two could really cost you. It was very
technicals, an offensive foul and big in this game because there
missed free throws during a three- weren't a lot of points being
minute span of the fourth quarter scored."
O'Neal had 32 points and 15
added up to the end of the Lakers' five-game winning streak.
rebounds. Bryant added 29 points
"We had plenty of opportuni- and Rick Fox had 22 for the Lakties to win the game," said Shaquille ers.
In the only other game, IndiO'Neal, who was the culprit at
the foul line in a 109-104 loss to ana beat Orlando 103-91...
Winter's technical resulted from
the Portland Trail Blazers on Monhim leaving the bench to tell refday.
He missed four consecutive free eree Rodney Mott to look in the
throws with the Lakers trailing by rule book, according to Lakers
six. That put the Lakers in a hole coach Phil Jackson.
Jackson contended that Harper
that got deeper after technical fouls
against Ron Harper and Lakers committed a violation because he
assistant Tex Winter, and an offen- lifted his arm up after being hit
by Portland's Steve Smith. A techsive foul against Kobe Bryant.
Damon Stoudamire made six of nical would have been correct only
eight free throws in the final 3:40 if Harper hit Smith with his elbow,
and finished with 27 points. Jackson said.
"It made a two-point game a
Rasheed Wallace led Portland with
four-point game, which really
33 points and 13 rebounds.
"It was pretty critical," Scottie changed the balance of the ballPippen said of the call on Harp- game," he said.
With the Lakers trailing 107-104,
er. "It was a very close game, so
any extra points here or there Bryant was called for his sixth

foul, negating his basket with 7.4
seconds left. Stoudamire made two
free throws and Robert Horry
missed the Lakers' final shot to
end the game.
"I thought it was a three-point
play when I heard the whistle,"
said Bryant, who realized he was
wrong when he saw the Blazers
jumping up and down in celebration.
"It was a horrible call, a ridiculous call. I don't think he was in
the right place to make the appropriate call. We're just upset right
now because we feel we should
have won the ballgame," Bryant
said.
With the game tied at 97, Portland scored six straight points as
O'Neal missed four consecutive
foul shots. Two of Stoudamire's four
points came on free throws after
the technicals on Harper and Winter.
"Obviously, that's going to happen at times, but we want him to
claim at least one of those two

foul shots down the stretch," Jackson said. ,"He shot free throws
very well in the first half. That's
the focus he's got to keep for the
second half."
The fourth quarter was a much
different outcome than the last
time the' Blazers played the Lakers at Staples Center.
In June, the Lakers overcame
a 13-point deficit when Portland
missed 13 consecutive shots in
Game 7 of the Western Conference finals and knocked the Blazers out of the playoffs. Los Angeles went on to win the NBA title.
"Forget June," Stoudamire said.
"They won it and they're the champions. That's always going to be
over our heads. We needed this
win."
SWEET REVENGE...Damon
Stoudamire led Portland with
27 points as the Trailblazers
exacted a bit of revenge on
the rival Lakers on Christmas Day.

Selig proposes 'competitive balance draft' for baseball
NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball's top teams may be giving
up some players to the sport's
weak links.
The worst eight teams would
be able to select players from the
top eight in a new "competitive
balance draft" proposed by commissioner Bud Selig.
The teams with the eight highest winning percentages over the
previous three years would be able

to protect just 25 players apiece
from their organization in the draft,
according to a 37-page memorandum sent to teams last week and
obtained by The Associated Press.
Only the teams with the eight
lowest winning percentages over the
previous three years would be
allowed to make selections, and they
could take only one player each.
Each of the top teams could only
lose one player.

The draft would take place annually after the World Series but before
the end of the winter meetings
each December.
Because the teams with the
worst records often are the ones
with the least money, they could
attempt to draft high-salaried players and trade them to Wealthy
clubs for younger and cheaper talent.
"I think that would he a pos-

sibility," said Sandy Alderson, executive vice president of baseball
operations in the commissioner's
officer. "This would operate very
similar to an expansion draft.
Although there is some confidentially with respect to the protected lists, I'm suir clubs would look
for a way to make trades."
The draft was recommended in
July by the owners' latest economic study committee and corn-

missioner Bud Selig told his staff
to present it to owners for approval
when they meet in Phoenix on
Jan. 17-18.
"I really don't want to talk
about it," Selig said Monday. "I'm
not really sure how that got out.Owners are being asked to vote
on a variety of rules changes,
many of which the Major League
Baseball Players Association probably would challenge:

—Making all players around the
world subject to the June draft,
which would eliminate much of
the ability of Cuban defectors and
young Dominican stars to command huge signing bonuses.
—Changing the eligibility for
college players in the draft from
players in their junior seasons to
those in their set-1;QT seasons, taking away the leverage of players
who threaten to return to school.
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SPONSORED BY
KENTUCKY FARM BURIAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
y-Miami
11
5
0
x-Indianapolis
10
6
0
N.Y.Jets
9
7
0
Buffalo
8
8
0
New England
5 11
0
Central
W
L
T
y-Tennessee
13
3
0
x-Baltimore
12
4
0
Pittsburgh
9
7
0
7
9
0
Jacksonville
4 12
Cincinnati
0
Cleveland
3 13
0
West
4
y-Oakland
12
0
5
x-Denver
11
0
Kansas City
7
9
0
Seattle
6 10
0
1 15
San Diego
0
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
Saturday's Games
N.Y Giants 28, Jacksonville 25
Denver 38, San Francisco 9
Buffalo 42, Seattle 23
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 29, Kansas City 13
Washington 20, Arizona 3
Chicago 23, Detroit 20
Baltimore 34, N.Y. Jets 20
Miami 27, New England 24
St. Louis 26, New Orleans 21
Green Bay 17, Tampa Bay 14, OT
Philadelphia 16, Cincinnati 7
Pittsburgh 34, San Diego 21
Indianapolis 31, Minnesota 10
Oakland 52, Carolina 9
OPEN . Cleveland
Monday's Game
Tennessee 31, Dallas 0
End Regular Season

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
y-N Y Giants
12
4
0
x-Philadelphia
11
5
0
Washington
8
8
0
5 11
Dallas
0
Arizona
3 13
0
Central
W
L
T
y-Minnesota
11
5
0
6
0
x-Tampa Bay
10
Detroit
9
7
0
Green Bay
9
7
0
5 11
Chicago
0
West

Pct.
688
625
563
.500
313
Pct.
.813
.750
.563
.438
250
188

y-New Orleans
x-St Louis
Carolina
San Francisco
Atlanta

Pct.
750
688
438
375
063

10
10
7
6
4

6
6
9
10
12

Pct.
750
688
500
313
188
Pct.
688
625
563
563
313
Pct
.625
625
438
375
250

0
0
0
0
0

NFL Playoffs
Saturday, Dec. 30
Wild-card Playoffs
Indianapolis at Miami, 11:30 a.m. (ABC)
St. Louis at New Orleans, 3 p.m. (ABC)
Sunday, Dec. 31
Denver at Baltimore, 11:30 a.m. (CBS)
Tampa Bay at Philadelphia, 3 p.m. (FOX)
Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. 6
AFC-NFD Divisional Playoffs (CBS, FOX)
Sunday, Jan. 7
AFC-NFC Divisional Playoffs (CBS, FOX)
Conference Championships
Sunday, Jan. 14
AFC-NFC Championship Games(CBS, FOX)
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan. 28 _
5 p.m, at Tampa, Fla. (CBS)

Flowers blooms
in Gray victo
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
Richmond Flowers III, whose name
was more famous in Alabama
among political junkies than football fans, made a few fans of his
own.
The
Tennessee-Chattanooga
receiver caught a game-record 12
passes for 169 yards, including
the 21-yard game-winner from
Jason McKinley with 59 seconds
left to give the Gray a 40-37 win
in the Blue-Gray All-Star Classic
on Monday.
Flowers' heroics came two
blocks from the state Capitol, where
his grandfather, Richmond Flowers Sr., was a controversial state
Attorney General under Gov.
George Wallace during the 1960s.
His father, Richmond Jr., starred
at Montgomery's Sidney Lanier
High School before going on to
the University of Tennessee and
the NFL. The NFL is where Rich-

mond III is hoping to land.
"Everyone here has aspirations
of going on to play professionally," he said. "My goal coming in
here was to keep doing the things
that I have worked so hard to do,
and just hope to get an opportunity in such a small window. I
feel I was able to do that."
Flowers, who had already graduated from Duke, transferred to
Chattanooga for his senior season.
He caught a school record 86 passes for 1,035 yards this year.
He was just one of many offensive stars in a game that was kept
close by a 10-point rule. Under
the rule, when a team trails by
10 or more points after it scores
it receives the ensuing kickoff.
That gave the Gray, which trailed
23-6 at halftime, several extra possessions and a chance to rack up
game records with 613 total yards
and 31 first downs.

Spartans move atop poll
Seton Hall in their only game last
week, became No. I for the first
time in school history on Jan. 3,
1979.
That team was led by Magic
Johnson and went on to win the
only other national championship
in school history.
Duke (10-1) dropped from first
to third and was one of seven
schools that last week lost for the
first time this season.
Arizona's drop from 10th to
No. 12 ended the longest consecutive run of weeks in the Top
Ten. The Wildcats (6-3)were in
the Top Ten all 19 polls last year
and the first seven this season.

By The Associated Press
Michigan State waited 21 years
between national championships.
It took a little longer for the Spartans to become No. 1 in The Associated Press college basketball poll
a second time.
On Monday, the defending
national champions became the
third team to hold the top ranking this season,joining Duke, which
was No. 1 the last four weeks
until losing to Stanford last Thursday, and Arizona, which was the
preseason No. 1 and stayed there
for the first two weeks of the regular season.
The Spartans (9-0), who beat
VA

re*,
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Georgia looks to replace Donnan
HONOLULU (AP) — Georgia
athletics director Vince Dooley has
all but assured a new football
coach will be in place by New
Year's Day. Whoever that happens
to be will have a tough act to
follow.
With the Bulldogs' 37-14 win
over Virginia in the Oahu Bowl
Sunday, Georgia (8-4) notched four
consecutive bowl victories for the
first time in school history. For
the first time since the early 1980s,
the Bulldogs had eight or more
wins four seasons in a row.
Pointing to that record, fired
coach Jim Donnan criticized the
JIM DONNAN
school for ousting him.
"I think that's going to hurt Geor- .of business against the Bulldogs'
gia in the long run," said Don- rivals. Donnan's 6-14 record against
nan, 55, whose record was 40-19 Florida, Tennessee, Auburn and
in five years at Georgia. "I never Georgia Tech was a sore spot for
dreamed this would happen, but Georgia fans.
Donnan also took some partit happened. I'm not going to slit
my throat over it. ... But I'm not ing shots at university president
sure what it says about Georgia." Michael Adams, whom he believes
At the very least, it says the was the man responsible for his
next coach had better take care firing.

Paducah Technical College does research to find out
what jobs are in demand. So when you graduate from
Paducah Technical College, you know there are great
companies waiting to talk to you.
OFFFRING CAREER TRAINING IN:
• Electronics Engineering Technology
• Office Administration

iL C9141/1.y9E7
"Education That Works"

509 S. 30th St.
Paducah, KY
1-800-995-4438

don't feel any vindication,"
Dorman said after the game. "I've
been humiliated publicly by one
man, who didn't even discuss the
problems he had with me. As far
as fund-raising, I had to be one
of the best they've had here. I
think I'm respected as a coach
nationally."
The school's coaching search
appears to have settled on Florida State offensive coordinator Mike
Richt and Miami Dolphins offensive coordinator Chan Gailey. Green
Bay Packers receivers coach Ray
Sherman apparently is no longer
in the running.
Richt also appears to be the
top candidate for the Virginia job,
though athletics director Terry Holland on Sunday denied reports he

Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
11,•01•1••• I

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

America's Paradise Resort

N. 4th St.
762-0000

401

In town on business or need a weekend getaway?
Save Money. Better than a Motel. Lakefront
Condo, fireplace, cable, large equipped kitchen.
$350/week or $99/Night Fri., Sat. & Holidays
$69/night Sun. thru Thurs.• 2 Night Minimum

A Message
of Thanks

(270)436-2767 Limited Time Offer
www.americasparadiseresort.com

Awl"

Hing Wills0
user Ao:i‘
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852
*

*
*
Happy

has already offered Richt the job.
Richt has interviewed twice with
Georgia. Dooley refuses to confirm or deny any reports, but he
said Sunday he's "very confident
we'll make the Jan. 1 deadline"
to name a new coach. Just a week
ago Dooley expressed concern
about having a coach in place by
the first on-campus recruiting weekend, Jan. 12-14.
The Oahu Bowl MVP, Georgia
wide receiver Terrence Edwards,
said the Bulldogs will embrace
their new coach.
"Coach Donnan is like a father
to me, but I signed with the University of Georgia, and that's who
I play for," Edwards said. "Whatever the new coach wants me to
do. I'll do it."

DOES YOUR CM NEED TIRES?

Ili

p

Classes Start
January 22, 2001

TECHNICAL
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HONOLULU (AP) — If
end zone and the other a
Tom O'Brien decides to leave
fumble at the I.
Boston College, the Eagles
All told, ASU committed
made sure he went out in style.
five turnovers.
Tim Hasselbeck threw two
"We knew it was going
long second-half touchdown
to be a tough, physical game,"
passes and Cedric WashingSnyder said. "The score had
ton scored on an 11-yard run
to be close for us to win.
as Boston College beat AriWe needed to stay healthy and
zona State 31-17 on Monday
we didn't do that. We needin the Aloha Bowl.
ed to capitalize on a couple
Rumors were swirling
of opportunities and we didaround the Eagles this week
n't that."
that O'Brien would leave the
Tom Pace, who rushed for
team to take over for the
130 yards on 25 carries, got
retired George Welsh at VirASU's first TD on a I4-yard
ginia.
run and, with the game decidBut -O'Brien didn't sound
ed, Matt Cooper connected
like a coach on the run.
from 31 yards out with Ryan
"There is a future for this
Dennard with 51 seconds left.
program, a great future," he
The Sun Devils had betsaid.
ter game numbers — 81
When asked if there was
plays to 56 and 35:33 to 24:27
a future for him at Boston
in time of possession — but
College, O'Brien succinctly
they were also allowed five
answered, "Yes, absolutely."
sacks — three by defensive
The Eagles got two quick
tackle Tom Martin — three
touchdowns in the third periother tackles for losses.
od and added another in the
"We tried to make this a
next quarter to put away Arifour-quarter game because we
zona State, which was tryknew we couldn't match up
ing to win the final game
with their speed," O'Brien
for fired coach Bruce Snysaid. "We knew their speed
der.
would have to come back to
Hasselbeck threw scoring
us in the fourth quarter.
passes of 58 yards to Dedrick
"It came back a little soonDewalt and 40 yards to Ryan
er than that. We knew we
Read within a two-minute WRAPPED UP FOR CHRISTMAS...Boston College quarterback Tim Has- would get stronger as the
span and Washington, carry- selbeck threw two long touchdown passes in the second half as the game went on and we were
ing the rushing load for susGolden Eagles beat Arizona State 31-17 in the Aloha Bowl Monday in able to do that."
pended Willie Green, rushed
That's when Hasselbeck hit
for 109 yards and two touch- Honolulu, Hawaii.
for his two scores and Washwith one interception. But he fin- of those teams that wins every ington ran in his second TD.
downs.
game.
-We didn't do anything differ- ished with 209 yards.
For Arizona State, the coachFor the Sun Devils (6-6), it
"They're really loyal and togeth- ing situation made for a difficult
ent," Hasselbeck said of BC's
aidT wish" them well for their week.
game plan. "Cedric's a great run- marked- the end eif-Shyikr& terth:
ning back and we have a great He was fired late in the season future."
"It was a real distraction havand will be replaced by former
Arizona State has hampered by ing to be loyal to this coaching
offensive line."
a shoulder injury to quarterback staff knowing another coaching
For good measure, Mike Sut- Boise State coach Dirk Koetter.
"I just got through speaking to Jeff Krohn in the second quarter staff was coming in," ASU cenphin added a career-best 50-yard
the players," Snyder said. "This and two deep first half drives which ter Scott Peters said. "It wasn't
field goal.
Hasselbeck did not post impres- is really an important team to me, failed to result in any points. One a distraction for me, but I think
sive numbers, going only 9-of-21 a real special team. It's not one ended on an interception in the it was for some of the guys."

NEED HELP WITH
YOUR NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION?
How About A New Career.

Ilil PADUCAH
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Eagles say 'Aloha' to ASU
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Stuart Alexander
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We want to take this time to say "thanks-for
doing business with us these past 55 years.
For the past three generations we have served you and we
still remain thefamily operated business you have always
known. We are pleased to have you as customers and proud to
call you ourfriends. You can always put your confidence' in us!
Have a Merry ChriOntas and a Happy New Year from all of
us at...

Buck's Body Shop

*

In Business Since 1945"

• 4,

900 Sycamore • 753-5142

Holidays
From
Our

:500/

0 Off

All Christmas Items

4a

,
Wreaths — Ornaments

Entire
Staff
*
*

Flags — All Garden Gifts

Sale Starts Tues., Dec. 26 *
'

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-4

/

It's A New Year's Seli-A-Bratiord

Come See Our New and Exciting Way of Doing Business at

2001 Intrigue GX

2001 A us rc)rak

2001 Alert, GILS

Stk. #0-1007

Stk. # 0-1008

Stk # 0-1002

Sunroof - Loaded
Was '33,694 Now '29,390
Ask For Patricia

Sunroof - Loaded
Was '22,765 Now '18,925
Ask For Tripp

Sunroof - Loaded
Was '24,560 Now '20,790
Ask For Gary

2001 Bonneville SE

2001Sunfire SE

Stk. # P-1020

Stk. # P-1005

Stk. # B-1026

Galaxy Silver
List $25,980.00
Discount & Rebate $2,645.00
Now $23,335.00
Ask For Wes

Bright Red - Sunroof - CD
Was $15,905.00
_
Now $1$,644,04)
Ask For Bill

White - Equipped
V6 - Power Seat
Was $21,525.00
Now $18,990.00
Ask For Jim

PLEASE MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
(Lube-Coil-Filter - Just Drive In)

$99.9
Avokci Cost%V
gepalts

Pre-Ownied and Pragrem m Cars
$28,900
2000 Deville #X0161 •
16,XXX Mi.
2000 Deville #X0155
$15,900
2000 LeSabre #X0164
$21,800
2000 Park Ave. #X0174
$18,400
2000 Bonneville #X1046
(2 Stock)
1999 Park Ave. Ultra
Sharp
1997 Cad. STS
13,XXX Mi.
1999 Aurora #B1030A
Reduced
1998 Deville #X0134A
$11,900
1998 LeSabre #X0172A
$14,900
1999 Olds 88 #P0036B
$15,800
1997 Deville #X0131A
Deville
#X0152A
49,000
Mi.
1997
1997 Park Ave. #B1008A
$15,600
$4,400
1992 LeSabre #B1003A
Nice
1993 Roadmaster #X0099A
$14,900
1999 LeSabre #X0005
$11,900
1999 Tarus #X0132A

9,600 Mi.
2000 MTE Carlo #X0138
$14,700
2000 Impala #0163
$14,900
1999 Altima SE #X01128
$17,900
2000 Bonnieville #X0173
$23,100
1999 Calera #X0037
$13,600
1999 S.Fire Cony. #X0091
Sporty
1999G. AM GT #X0167
Sunroof
1997 G.Prix GT #B0051A
Red
1997 G. Prix 2 Dr.GT #X0177
$7,700
1994 Regal G. Sport #X0178
1999 G. Prix GT #X0148
$15,990
1998 Aurora #X0171
$17,900
1997 Saturn #X90102
1997 G. Prix GT #X1037
1996 Mustang #X0126
2000G. Prix SE #X0175
2000 Alero CPE #X0159
1997 Cad. Calera #X0160

4#411C7t1-7ers

$15,100

$19,900
2000 Bravada #X0157
$10,900
1998 S10 Pill #X0142
$19,500
1998 Z71 XCAB #X0106
1998 Pont. Trnsport #X0158A $12,600
$21,500
1999 Silverado LT #P1011A
$14,400
2000 S10 XCAB #X0107
$8,900
1995 S10 Blazer #P0037D
$6,900
1995 Silhouette Van #X0168A
4X4
1996 S10 Blazer #P1019A
White
1996 Z71 SWB #P0042C
1995 Jeep Grd Laredo #B1035B $11,700
1995 Grd Voyager #X0063A Nice Van
1994 Astro Van #X0133C
1993 Pont. Trnsport #X0043
2000 Montana Van #X0179
2000 Montana Van #X0094
Local Owner
1997 Bravada B0085A

t Simi/ r-

t'irg

.Nr Exciting Way OfDoing Business
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

7534916

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide/
Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day. 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive cla,
$250 extra for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 extra for blind box ad,
060

in. Mentory
II

I AM FREE
Don't grievefor me. For now I'm free.
I am following the path God laid for me.
took his hand when I heard Him call.
I turned my back and left it all.
I could not stay another day,
To laugh, to love, to work or pray.
Tasks left undone must stay that way.
Ifound that peace at the close of the day.
If my parting has left a void.
Then fill it with remembered joy.
A friendship shared, a laugh, a kiss,
Oh yes, these things I too shall miss.
Be not burdened with time, nor sorrow.
I wish for you the sunshine of tomorrow.
My life's been full, I savored much,
Good friends, good times,
A loved one's touch.
Perhaps my time seemed all too brief
Don't lengthen it now with undue grief
Lift up your heart and share it with me.
God wanted me now.
HE SET ME FREE!!!
Brad, we love and miss you
so very much.
Dad, Lori, Derek, Teri

Just Say "Charge It"

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

ATTENTION
Work from home
up to
$25-$75 ihr. PT/FT
Internet/mail order
1-888-248-7076

midnights
FULL-TIME
part-time Days & week
ends. Apply in person a
West Kentucky Answering
Service, 104 N. 5th St.
Suite 208 (Walnut Plaza)

CHURCH
Receptionist/Secretary
Must be proficient in computer use and all office
skills. Hours are MondayFriday 8:30-Noon Hourly
wage $7.25. No benefits
Send resume to
"Receptionist"
P.O.Box 1040-Y,
Murray, Ky 42071
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
5600.-5800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call today 1-800-242-7364
FORTUNE 500
COMPANY SEEKING
MANAGER TRAINEE.
Earn $35K-S40K with full
benefit package. Only career minded individuals
need apply. Call today and
tomorrow only
10:30am- 5:30pm.
270-441-0024
ask for Mark White.

/31irthi.4r1ce

elt

HIRING 10AM TO 2PM.
Shift for parents with kids
in school. Also hiring closer and openers.
Apply at Murray Wendy's
in person, ask to speak to
a manager. 2-4PM, M-F.

070
Position Wanted

Be Your
Own Boss!

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software.
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard

A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
PROTECT yourself and
rick delivered 7594274 or
your computer from the
753-2443
World Wide Web Or SoTRIPPS Firewood.
lomon's Anti-Virus version
Call
Rudy. 436-2778.
Complete
7 for Windows.
anti-virus package for your
PC. $20 753-5778_
Musical

Computer Repair
-Upgrades
-Phone Systems
-Peripherals

-New PCs
-Networks
-Software

Firewood

Computers

-Home or Business plans available.
-15+ years computer experience.
-Affordable/multiple certifications.

PIANO FOR SALE Beau
tiful top quality LIKE NEW
upright console Kimball
piano. Not a scratch or
mar on it $2500.00
Santa says YES!.
753-8734.
PIANO for sale.
Console. Excellent condition. Zero down, assume
low payments. See locally.
1-800-437-9757.

1-270-489-2666

Homes For Sate

Greg Dowdy
http:11www.netcomindustries.com

14X72 River Oaks
3br., 2 bath, island kitchen,
sliding doors, plus many
other options. Home in
Fox Meadows, setup and
To Fit Most Major Brands
ready to move in. $650
1000's of New and Used Parts
down, $190/mo. W/A/C
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
1-800-455-3001 8am-6pm.
Aid
Kitchen
ripwh
Hotpoint
1995 Cavalier- 16x80. ExFrigidaire
oo/ Tappan
cellent Condition. 3br, 2
Kenmore
Aroana
bath, AC, OW, all appliances. Smoke and pet free
GE
Westinghouse
environment 767-9796.
Magic ChefMaytag'
2
DOUBLEWIDE 3br
baths, full kitchen, overhead fans, circle drive with
Court Square • Murray • 753-1713
carport & a large sturdy
built shed on 2 large shady
140
lots 10 minutes from lake
GOOD PAY
ROUTE MANAGERS
Want to Buy
call 762-0032 or 474-8878
GOOD FUTURE
GOOD BENEFITS
or 753-9961
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, HM & Sons Mobile Home
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profFurniture and Primitives Mover. 18yrs. experience.
itable frozen food co. that has been in business
We Will Buy 1 Piece or Licensed & insured in Kenfor over 45 years is looking for mature, pertucky, Tennessee & IlliEntire Estates Call
who
sonable and aggressive route managers
753-3633
nois. 437-3939
want more out of life than a salary and are
ALL Toys & Collectibles
willing to work hard to achieve success.
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
Starting $500-$700 weekly while training with
2BR., S250/mo 753-6012
unlimited potential afterwards. You will be
150
NICE 2br. Mobile home
Articles
supplied with everything you need to succeed,
No pets 753-9866
For Sale

APPLIANCE PARTS

WARD ELKINS

complete training.

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

Can You Find
Dr. Quertermous and his
wife, the Popcorn Queen, in
their kindergarten picture?

HAPPY 50TH
*
BIRTHDAY
ANN KELLY
ClUERTERMOUS•• a -

•• •

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue
NOTICE

Notice

The City of Murray has the following joh,
opportunities:

NOTICE
Looking for a lady in Murray
that wepted a
litter of Border Collie puppies,
February 25, 2000. Needing
information about pups.
Call Gary Stegall Collect

270-928-4007

Position:

Equipment Operator III
(operate large hydraulic
sanitation truck)
CDL license required

I lkpartment: Murray Sanitation Division
Minimum salary for the position (depending
on training and experience) $8.99 per hour
plus benefits.
Position:

* WINTER
* BLAST *
Storewide Sale
Now!

New Life
Christian
Book Store
Court Square
Mon -Sat.

WANT ADS
WORK
Lost and Found

Minimum salary for the position (depending
on trainin_g and experience) $7.76 per hour
plus benefits.

City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, life insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions for the

762-0353.

'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here .(the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916

307 Bee Creek Dr.
Murray, KY

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
REGISTERED NURSES
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield has immediate PRN openings
for RN's; LPN's; and CNA's. All shifts
available - Day, evening, night or 12hour evening/night rotation. Premium
PRN differential will be added to base
salary. Including shift differential for
evening and night shifts. RN/LPN
require Kentucky Licensure and CNA
certified in the state of Kentucky.
the
at
apply
may
Applicants
in
Services
Department of Employment
Mayfield-Paducah or Murray.
EOE M/F/DN

Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. Friday. January 5, 2001.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunit‘
Employer.
Drug screening will be required of successfu.
applicant.

285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

1/2 acre $100,mo 753
6012
Fox
COACH Estates
Meadows Mobile Home
Park. "An Exceptional
Community". Spaces available at $95.00/mo Including Water, sewer, garbage
pick up. City fire and police
protection, city transit service. Located in the hear/ of
Murray's finest residential
area, with all city utilities.
including cable vision. No
rental homes in park.
Owner- Occupied only.
LP GAS REFILLS
South 16th St. at CanterLowest prices in town'
bury and Westview. 753RV. campers, etc
3855.
New 100lb LP gas tanks
LOT for rent 492-8488 _
$99 00 each
LOT For Rent 753-9866
B&B Brokers
701 S. 12th St
753-4389
Business Rentals

Appfiances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

Business Rentats

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR water & trash paid
W/D available, no pets
767-9037
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
from MSU. $195 plus
deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime753-3949_ ABH- 759-3050.
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
MSU W/D hook up. $285.
plus deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR. apt Walk to MSU.
$235/mo. 753-2084
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR low utilities, no pets.
no lease 5195/mo 7533949
2BR Near MSU $325. water furnished. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath, no pets 11th
St $275 Sunny Lane
$250 Call 753-3415 or
753-7123 weekends
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $305/ month. Office
Hours. 10- 2. M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible Phone.
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No.
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br, 2 bath
1 1/2blocks MSU C/H/A.
$395 per month plus deposit. No pets, references
required
753-3949. Day.
759-3050 after 6p.m

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy

Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

Best suited for low traffic professional office
Coordinator of Student
Teaching/Lecturer

Department: Murray Sanitation Division

City
LOST large male grey cat above listed position are available at the
with white markings In the Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207 S.
area of 16th and poor 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you
Farm Road Call 762- have questions concerning this position,
0089, 753-9918 after 5pm please contact the Personnel Office at 270THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-3-EMPLOY
leave message

FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free. For more information,
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N. 4th St.
759-0901.
HAVE a Clipper Brick saw
For sale It has a new moCall
$650
for
tor
(270)759-2554
HOUSES
Bird, butterfly, bat, squirrel,
etc. Quality cedar products. Sale until Chnstmas.
206 E. Poplar
(by Steele & Allbrittern.

Sanitation Worker I

BOTH POSITIONS WILL BE
NOTE:
RESPONSIBLE FOR MANUALLY PICKING UP REFUSE

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
INCENTIVES
PROFIT SHARING
INSURANCE
NO INVESTMENTS

Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times

a.m.
am
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

300

LOOKING for part time office lob. 4 hrs/day. Basic
office skills. Resume and
references available.
January 1st.
Call 270-759-8499
leave message.

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

WANT
ADS
WORK

VISA

Computers

MURRAY 5 WEEK REAL
LICENSING,
ESTATE
Jan 2nd 96 hr class. KY
Real Estate Commission
Approved. High pass ratio!
CLEANING houses is my
Credit Cards Welcome
business Call Linda 759Ph. 270-792-0778 Fax
9553
infor270-586-8083. Free
my home
mation seminar 430 pm WILL babysit in
5 years dayarea)
(Almo
2.
Jan
care experience & referenWANTED!
Experienced mechanic to ces Call 759-8757
repair and maintain 1 & 2 WILL do house cleaning
ton trucks. Send resume to Ironing also Call 474Box 2131.
"Mechanic". P.O.
WILL do sitting with elderly
1040-A, Murray, Ky. 42071
or disable young person
Lots of experience, a
trained nurse aide. Preferred nights. 437-4589.

WANT ADS WORK

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Teacher Education Services, Murray State
University. Full time non-tenure track faculty position to begin January 2001.
Qualifications: Master's Degree; public
school and/or college level teaching experience, experience in working with student
teachers and/or pre-service and practicum
field experiences for students, demonstrated
ability in database management for tracking
students in a performance based program,
excellent communication skills and strong
organizational ability. Responsibilities:
Coordination of placement and supervision
of approximately 300 student teachers each
teaching
student
Conduct
year.
seminars/supervision workshops. Travel to
area schools for supervision as well as collaboration with area school teachers/administrators. Some teaching will also be
involved. Application Deadline: January
10, 2001. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three references to: Dean's
Office, College of Education, P.O. Box 9.
Murray, KY 42071-0009. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA employor

Tractor.
1995 Kubota
L2350, 4x4, diesel. 25hp
WI equipment. 436-5014.

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Vernon's Pawn Shop

Ruby or Sapphire
Diamond
Pyramid Cluster
LRW4035
10 CT Gold
$3995
PRICE

Ladies
Triple Row
Diamond Ring
IAD•torn
to CT Gold
SALE
PRICE

$4995
Diamond
Earrings

IDIE3004 • 05 CT Gold
SALE
MICE

Si

0•

SAti

995

Cultured
Pearl Earrings
.01,1
it,

$1195

Apartments For Rent
2BR. Near MSU New car
pet. paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300. Coleman RE
759-4118'
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus Available Dec 15 & Jan 10
753-5980 or 753-1203 after 5pm
CLEAN 1 Br $250 mo
plus deposit 104-B Williams, close to college
Call Marg 759-5534
W 753-1586 8-2
759-5534
CLEAN 38r, 2 bath, 104
Williams Close to college.
$525 mo plus deposit.
Call Marg 759-5534 W
753-1586.6am-2pm
DUPLEX 213r central h/a
1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave
Lease No Pets 753-8002
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440

For Rod
condo-plex
NEW 3br
Available Jan 2, 2001
$675 month/deposit required 753-0834

Loehr tide

1 br and a 2 br No pets
Lease and deposit re753-0728 after
quired
400 PM

NEW apts 1br, 1 bath.
washer & dryer, refrigerator, at University Heights
$325 per month First
month free'
Call 436-5122

1602
Martin
Tabard.
Heights 3br 2 bath fireplace, dining room, double
Call
garage $800/mo
753-0090 or 559-3883
257 Tobacco Road, 3
miles 641 South Murray.
Southside Manor Apts
2BR, 1 Bath, small country
1,2 & 3br apts
house, water included, no
Section 8 housing
Wit) hookup, no large
753-8221
pets, $425 , deposit reENO
quired, 753-1159.
University Heights Apts
3BR, 2 bath, C/FUA. newly
1 & 2br rental assisted
redecorated. $495 per
apts. These apts are for
month
security.
plus
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens, (270)474-2520.
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath cenwheel chair accessible
759-2282. Mon, Wed & tral H/A, quiet neighborhood $500 mo plus securThurs 9-5 1734 Campbell
ity deposit Call Marg 759Street. Hearing impaired
5534 W 753-1586 8-2
only:
1-800-648-6056 .
HOUSE 3br. 2 baths, CenEqual Housing Opportune
tral heat & air, excellent loty
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath, cation in city. No pets, deposit required Available
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D. lyr. now.(270)759-1610.
lease, 1 month deposit. No TWO bedroom house with
washer, dryer, stove, repets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1 bath frigerator, and storage
W/ carport, appliances fur- shed. Reasonable utilities.
nished, W/D. 1yr. lease, 1 NO PETS. Lease and demonth deposit. No pets. posit. $500.00 753-7920.
753-2905.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SIBERIAN Husky Puppies
Ready to go
(901)232-6185

Livestock & Supplies

RENT horse stalls. $75.00
a month. Call 753-2169.

Red Estes

EASTSIDE

BIG 3 br., 1 bath, frame
house. Electric heat, with
appliances. 302 Third St.
Hazel Call 492-8291.

996 Yamaha Timberwolf
250 Excellent condition
Adult ridden
(2701759-9944

Global Mortgage Link

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square• Murray
(27

'S3-1713

s Offered
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

LOTS for sale. Starting a
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.

CI_

3BR , gas central heat &
air, gas logs, new kitchen
410 S 6th St 759-9305

1976 Chevy shortbed
Honda
1995
300E x stepside
SWB, factory
$2,000 OBO 759-3840
custom, trailenng special
97 PW 80, Good condition, 454. 400 trans. corveti.
Asking $800 Call 753- yellow $4000 OBO 75.,
5958
0743
1978 Ford F250 4Whee
drive truck 109,xxx actual
Sport Utility Vehicles
miles 400 cu in engine,
1989 Bronco, silver & ree auto transmission, new
Extra clean Must Sell starter, radiator, and gas
tank $2000.00
$2,450 753-9302
1991 Mazda 626 GT
144,xxx
miles
Needs
Used Cars
transmission or clutch The
engine runs good $800 00
1987 CADILLAC Sedan
Call 270-841-1997 Murray
Devine extra nice, 1 owncell phone
er Only 20,000 miles on
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
new engine 753-0114
clean, sharp, A C PS, 318
1989 Mazda 626. See at
auto $4300 489-2296
1505 Diuguid Drive. Call
758-8556 D/ 759-1079 N. 1988 Chev 4x4 350, pow1991 Lumina Z34, black er, air, automatic Phone
150,xxx new tires, great 436-2900 leave message
car, sharp $2,500 After 98 Ford F150 XLT, SWB,
V8, 49.000 miles Maroon
5 00pm 759-9944
1994 Mercury Sable, all $14,000 OBO 753-4188
oower, garage kept, excel- Leave message
lent condition. Must see,
(2)'80 model Chevy Luvs
$4,500. Call 753-9302.
(1)2WD, runs
89 Pontiac 6000 $500
(1) 4WD
OBO Call 753-6900
$1800 for both OBO
95 Olds, low mileage, Please call 270-492-8021
$7,000 OBO Call 753E744, Ask for Bill Smith

430

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth

119 Main • 753-6266

12 acres,acres hunting ground.
good buy. Must Sell
$795/acre 753-9302
DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides.
Restricted. Various size
tracts available. 5 minutes
north of town. You have to
see to appreciate. Call today for your private showing. 753-2905.

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

HAY
Hybred Bermudagrass
5X5 rolls
(888)212-0770

Storage Rentals

STORAGE

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

All Size Units
Available

360
LOOKING for an
affordable apar1ment9
Visit us at Hilldale Apts
283 br apts. available
Handicap Accessible
Equal Opportunity
Housing.
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
TDDR (800) 545-1833

Senses* Offered

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

-We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah, KY

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

270-443-8030

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

& sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pool l.ri orb
Removal

1-800-909-9064

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A
We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

A

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or ...ctter damaged floors
"Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
'Install moisture barriers.

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Mus...all other home improvements.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S.Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,

rT,77=7,3
=Moving

Wiggins Furniture
Cash, Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

C

CARPET fl
FLOORING

MX_

CERAMiC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DOT Over 34 Yearn
Visit Our Showroom Today

CAR

6

Ts,FLOOR COVE

753-7728

My NI 1 1/2 miss
ct
Murray to Tom Tree( ad
IMO yid&

Tom
Taylo4
Rd

"."'

•
KroghTs

f

5,

Call Now To
Advertise Your
Business On
Our Holiday
Greetings Page.
Contact Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916 or come by the office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Experience!
•

.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

14

•

Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COMMERICAL
RESIDENTUAL
Cleaning Service
Free Estimates
753-3858
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.

Happy eirthday

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.

e

74-Attri?aff Sda/fa'

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD FIE
We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License

270-759-2288

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-7594979

To A dvertise You Business In Our I4ome Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839.
GRAVEL & top soil for
sale We also build driveway & roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS:
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYMAN
Carpentry,
electrical,
plumbing, vinyl, windows,
doors, gutters; install or
clean. Also help move or
clean out buildings, garages, haul junk off. No job
too small 753-7416
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759

Painting & Sheet Rock.
Repair. Free Estimates.
759-3840
560
Free Column
FREE house cats 436
2510

FREE Kittens: All ages
from 5Wks- 1yr.
759-8596.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger &
Times

753-1916

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Wow!
What A Lady!
.411444 11110.

Frances
Roberts
turn
e

4-vb\

From your
Michigan cousins

TIRED OF
SEARCHING
FOR BUYERS?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIME
753-1916

Phone (270) 759-4734

•

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927
MasterCard

tions, remodeling Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair, vinyl siding. References.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation

We Specialize in Cleaning"

1244 State Route 121 North

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed ct Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

•

David's Cleaning
Services

SERVICES OFFERED

FURNISHINGS

ALL Carpentry, Electrical. Home building, addi-

New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEYI HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns

Decks Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

ELECTRICAL

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Brothers
' Tree Service

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

630
Services (Meted

HOROSCOPES
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
**** Your creativity emerges, even'
now, with the holidays passing. You
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
come up with answers. Your dynamic
Dec. 27, 2000:
thinking breaks patterns. You draw good
You make a difference wherever you are.
luck by taking charge and managing your
Your personality energizes others, but at
work in your customary' style. Think
other times it triggers people. You have
bonus; think pay raise. Tonight: Chug
high energy, and others find it difficult to
along.
keep up with you. You also have unusual
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
energy, which helps you gain both pro**** Listen to family, but cruise on
fessionally and emotionally. Solidify
out the door. You understand your natuyour finances. If you are single, a flirtaral limits. Use your abilities to be
tion at work could develop into a lot
detached and to resolve problems. News
more. Romance sizzles from midsummer
from a distance adds a twinkle to your
on. If you are attached, sharing a hobby
eye. Nearly anything is possible. Loosen
draws you even closer together.
up and relax with a loved one. Tonight:
AQUARIUS helps you make money.
Be careful with spending.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
*** You could easily lose your temper
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; in a hot discussion. Think through a deci3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
sion rather than finding a way to hush up
a problem. Keep communication flowARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
ing, and stay cool. Don't take anyone's
***** Take charge, but listen to
opinions personally. Use your sense of
another. Be direct in your dealings. Bring
humor. Tonight: Get enough sleep.
co-workers together for a pep talk, and
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
eye the end of the year. Set key goals for **** Now
is a good time to take a
the week as well as for 2001. Your smile
hard look at what is happening financialwarms the heart of others. You have high
ly. Start reining yourself in before it is
energy. Tonight: Avoid a power struggle
too late. Fortunately, there isn't a holiday
with a partner.
every month. Refuse to allow a converTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
sation to get touchy and angry. Tonight:
***** Call distant friends and loved
Out and about.
ones. Check out office gossip carefully. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Not everything is as it seems. Evaluate
**** Get an early start this morning,
recent spending. Consider working overif possible. You might not see eye to eye
time if need be. You might not be ready
to make a decision. Tonight: A partner with a t'nend. Your expectations of a situation could be very different. Stop and
flares up.
see where this misunderstanding began.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** Your smile warms others up, Study your finances, with an eye to
and your curiosity draws others out. Do enhanced security. Tonight: Pay bills
what you must in order to get the results AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
you need. Do nothing halfway with a **** Take a deep breath and think
loved one. Make a point of extending before you take an important action.
yourself 100 percent to someone at a dis- Your creativity opens the pathway to
tance. Be upbeat. Check out what is pos- many options. Explore it carefully before
deciding on your course of action. You
sible. Tonight: Take the high road.
come off far stronger than you realize. A
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Deal with others fairly. Not boss or parent might be on the warpath.
everyone is in the mood you would like Tonight: Whatever makes you happy.
him to be in. Understand more of what is PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Use the daytime to accomplish a
others Your vision of what
on with
going
major project or to get plans in order.
is workable could change after a discus- You will
want to pull back later, feeling
sion. Step back from another's tantrum. somewhat exhausted and pressured to the
Tonight: Play the night away
max. Take some time to answer your
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
cards and write thank-yous. Others love
***** Your efforts and thoughts do hearing from you. Tonight: Vanish while
make a difference. Don't allow anyone to
you can.
interfere with your decisions. Think
twice and review what is on your mind
BORN TODAY
A boss or someone in charge could he Actress Marlene Dietrich I1901). actor
remote. You aren't going to change this
Gerard Depardieu (1948), newscaster
person' Tonight. Do errands and clear
Cokie Roberts (1943)
out work.
•
••
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I have chronic
bronchitis and a spot on my lung. My
doctor scheduled sputum cultures, a
CT scan and a biopsy. I took antibiotics for TB for three months, without
benefit. Now the doctor is really concerned about the spot. Should I proceed with the proposed testing?
DEAR READER: Without a doubt.
The bronchial infection isn't what disturbs your doctor; the spot is — and
he is quite properly looking into many
possibilities. For example, sputum
cultures will show what type of
microorganism is causing your infection; in fact, special cultures will even
provide a diagnosis of tuberculosis, if
that is your problem.
A CT scan is a must, if, as you stated, you have a shadow on your lung. A
biopsy can be obtained through a needle under CT guidance, or you may
require a biopsy during a procedure
called bronchoscopy, when a specialist looks in the bronchial passages
with a fiber-optic tube. The form of
the biopsy depends on the location of
the spot.
I think that your doctor is justifiably
considering several conditions,
including infection, tuberculosis, scar
tissue, pneumonia and tumor. Wait for
him to complete your scheduled tests,
then request a full explanation and
recommendations.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Living with Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 19-year-old
daughter has been advised to have
her spleen removed, because of a low
platelet count that started mid-way
through her pregnancy. At that time,
she was given steroids and delivered
a healthy baby. Now that she is off
steroids, her doctor says that her
spleen continues to destroy platelets.
Because of insurance regulations, we
cannot afford a second opinion. What
can we do?
DEAR READER: The spleen, a
spongy organ lying under the
diaphragm in the upper left abdomen,
has several functions — the most
important of which appears to be filtration. The normal spleen traps
worn-out or defective blood cells,
breaks them down and releases their
components to tie re-used in making
new blood cells.
On occasion, in patients with thrombocytopenia (low platelet count), the
spleen becomes overly aggressive in
its duties and filters out too many
platelets, leading to a serious bleeding
tendency. This situation may be remedied by steroids and other medications, as was true in your daughter's
case. If medicine is not effective,
spleen removal may be the only
remaining option.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 27 years old.
When I was 18, I got married
because my girlfriend was pregnant. We're now divorced, and my
son lives with me because my ex
refused to be responsible for him.
She ran off with her new boyfriend.
I have just learned that my son
isn't really my son after all. My ex
finally admitted to me that she had
always known he wasn't mine, and
that his real father died of a drug
overdose in 1996. A DNA test will
prove it this week.
I'm extremely frustrated because
I don't feel I should have to take
care of a child who isn't even mine. I
love the boy, but I don't feel he's my
responsibility anymore. I was
tricked into being his father. I
wouldn't have taken the job had I
known eight years ago that he was
someone else's.
We have a very close relationship and I take good care of him,
but I would like to live my life for
myself and do what I want when I
want — like his mother does. I can't
do that because he's my responsibility.
I know he needs me and loves
me, and I'm afraid of what it would
do to him if I sent him to live with
his mother so I could live my life.
I'm so confused, Abby. Can you give
me any advice so I can compromise
my desires and his needs?
USED IN NORTH CAROLINA
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DEAR ABBY: When my beloved
transferred pictures and cards to a
new wallet, he found a clipping
from an old Dear Abby column.
He'd carried it for ages. Unfortunately, it is tattered, frayed and
worn away around the folds.
Abby, please reprint it. We
would like to share this philosophy
with others in our crowd. We celebrated our 80th birthdays this year.
Sign us ...
STILL IN LOVE IN TEXAS
DEAR STILL: I've received
several requests to reprint that
letter. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Please explain the
difference between "making love"
and "having sex." A lot of people
confuse these two very different
acts. Will you please define each
one?
JUST PLAIN BILL

Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Joe Seavers,
Dec. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee were
married 50 years Dec. 19.
Forty years ago
Capt. Don Hughes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A.L. Hughes, has been
assigned to Kadina Air Force Base,
Okinawa. He is a recent graduate
of Flight Surgeon Course in Aviation Medicine at the Aerospace
Medical Center at Brooks AFB,
Texas.
The Rev. Howard Nichols, pastor of First Christian Church, spoke
about "History of Christmas" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club house.
He was introduced by John Simpson.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Elkins.
Fifty years ago
Grand prize winners in Home
Decorating Contest of Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. J.E. Tarry Jr. for
the city and Bobby Burks for the
county. Other winners in various
categories were Mrs. Claude Miller,
Mrs. Charles Farmer, Mrs. Oliver
Cherry, Mrs. Bob Miller and A.W.
Simmons Jr. for the city; Mrs.
Joe Lassiter, Mrs. Ryan Graham,
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker and Mrs.
Talmadge Tutt for the county.
Sgt. Lee Ross Melugin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin, is
stationed at Wichita Falls, Texas.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Meredith Pace,
Dec. 20.

Ten years ago
Dr. Yushin Yoo, head of media
and curriculum resources in libraries
at Murray State University, has
published his second book about
his native country of Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Jackson were married 60 years Dec.
24.
Births reported include a boy
to Joe and Martha Dodd, Dec. 11;
a boy to Cynthia and Hernado
Thompson,a girl to Clara and Bruce
Pace, and a boy to Lon and Robert
Colson, Dec. 19; a girl to Myong
and Larry Gore, a boy to Shelia
and Brad Haley, and a girl to
Melissa and Earnest Calhoun, Dec.
20.
Twenty years ago
Brent Clark, son of Ray and
Linda Clark, received his Eagle
badge, highest rank in Boy Scouting, at a Citywide Court of Honor
by Boy Scout Troops 13, 45 and
77 at First United Methodist
Church. Clark is a member of
Troop 77.
Navy Fireman Mark W. Cunningham has completed recruit
training at Naval Training Center
at Orlando, Fla.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Studer, Nov.
29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kough, Dec. 14.
Thirty years ago
Mark Etherton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Etherton, has been named
winner of the 1970 Soil Conservation Essay Contest, sponsored
by Courier-Journal. Caron Lee
Phelps, daughter of Mrs. Barbara
Phelps of Almo, won second place.

DEAR BILL: In "having sex,"
the name of the game is sexual
gratification. It's a selfish, physical exercise in which the partner can be a faceless object.
(Anyone will do.)
In "making love," one is motivated by a desire to give pleaGiven her beneficial response to
sure, express deep affection and
medical therapy, I believe that a seccommunicate one's feelings of
ond opinion from a hematologist is
caring. It's the ultimate in sharnecessary. Not only might it save your
ing. In "making love," the partdaughter the discomfort and risks of
ner must be a very special perDEAR USED: The last thing son.(No one else will do.)
surgery, it could also save a good deal
of expense. A second opinion would you should do is send the boy to
Love is a metropolis. Sex is a
live with a woman who has whistle-stop.
cost far less then an operation.
an
unfit
already proven she's
4**
For this reason, most insurance mother.
companies and HMOs welcome secYou are young, and you're
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
ond opinions. In fact, some health feeling overwhelmed with reHave a Merry ChristREADERS:
they
before
them
on
insist
plans even
sponsibility. However, quitting mas, but keep in mind: If you're
approve major surgery. Contact your is not an option, and I doubt
insurance underwriter or HMO,. you could live with yourself if drinking, don't drive; if you're
driving, don't drink.
explain you dilemma and request cov- you tried it.
erage for a second opinion. Don't let
You need time for yourself —
your daughter consent to a procedure every single parent does. If at
[TODAY IN HISTORY
for economic, rather then purely med- all possible, arrange for relaical, reasons.
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 26, the
tives or close friends with chilson
stay
to
your
invite
to
dren
361st
day of 2000. There are five
Assn,
Enterprise
Copyright 2000, Newspaper
with them for an evening or a
days left in the year.
weekend once or twice a month.
Today's Highlight in History:
DR. GOTT
would ask her why in the world she
Another alternative would South dealer.
Dec. 26, 1799, George WashOn
had done what she did, she would
be to find a single-parent Both sides vulnerable.
was eulogized by Col. Henry
ington
support group in your area.
offer some strange reason that
NORTH
PETER
Parents Without Partners is a
would betray the extraordinary Lee as "first in war, first in peace
+643
good one. You can contact the
workings ofher mind and leave her and first in the hearts of his countryV83
GOTT, M.D.
Become a
in a state of utter confu- men."
listeners
•
1093
Q
K
organization by calling (800)
Kentucky Organ Donor.
On this date:
sion.
9
site:
10
Web
+A
the
visiting
or
637-7974
For more information call:
partners.org.
Ofcourse,some ofSylvia's aberIn 1917, during World War I, the
EAST
www.parentswithout
WEST
1-800-525-3456.
and U.S. government took over operaher
in
favor,
worked
rations
+85
2
7
9
10
J
X**
whenever this happened,the word tion of the nation's railroads.
VQJ6 5
K9
•J 7 2
would spread like wildfire through
• A 86
In 1941, Winston Churchill bethe club that Sylvia had done it came the first British prime minister
albQ 6 5 2
+873
11%/1 I
ICO AI1.211f
again. Here is such a hand.
SOUTH
to address a joint meeting of the
Sylvia held the East cards,
#AKQ
Et Lon,'col
and West led a spade, taken by U.S. Congress.
VA 10 7 4 2
In 1944, Tennessee Williams'
with the queen. Declarer
South
•5 4
"The Glass Menagerie" was
play
now made the best play of a low
416 KJ4
performed publicly, at the
first
which
on
nine,
the
to
diamond
The bidding;
North East Sylvia, for reasons best known to Civic Theatre in Chicago.
South West
In 1996,6-year-old beauty queen
Pass herself, played the deuce. This re2•
Pass
1V
markable play naturally led de- JonBenet Ramsey was found beaten
3 NT
clarer to think that West had the and strangled in the basement of her
Opening lead —jack of spades.
Sylvia was always difficult jack, so he returned to his hand family's home in Boulder, Colo.
to play against. It was not because with a spade and led another dia- (To date, the slaying remains unshe was a first-rate player—on the mond, West following low again. solved.)
When declarer played the ten
contrary,she was regarded by virTen years ago: Soviet President
tually every member ofthe club as from dummy,Sylvia this time took Mikhail S. Gorbachev nominated
the worst player they had ever the jack and returned a low heart. Gennady I. Yanayev to be the Soseen — but because it was impos- There was now nothing South could viet Union's first vice president.
sible to tell from her bidding or do to make the contract, and he
Air H V
(Yanayev helped lead an abortive
play what cards she had in her eventually went down two.
coup against Gorbachev in August
the
won
Sylvia
had
course,
Of
hand.
Nancy Cruzan, the young
From Sylvia's standpoint, all nine of diamonds with the jack at 1991).
woman
in an irreversible vegetative
surely
players
most
as
—
two
trick
her bids and plays were well-reasoned and correct. But when her would have done — South would state whose case led to a U.S. Suunfortunate partners, after some not have had the least difficulty preme Court decision on the right to
die, died at a Missouri hospital. The
particularly grueling experience, making three notrump.
government reported that its 1990
finish.
to
start
from
play
Tomorrow: Good
U.S. census had counted a total of
249,632,692 people.
Five years ago: Israel turned
dozens of West Bank villages over
city
ACROSS
to the Palestinian Authority .
35 Stinging
Answer to Previous Puzzle
insects
1 Proficient

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Sylvia Displays Tricky Defense
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WHO WOULD LIKE TO HIT
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WHO WOULD LIKE TO
STAGGER ACROSS THE LlVING
ROO/X1 TO SEE IF THERE'S
ANY MORE OF THAT NUTBREAD THAT NO ONE LIKES?

OURS ISN'T A
MOTIVATION PROBLEM
SO rritACH AS IT'S A
DESTINATION PROBLEM.
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DON'T BE
A STRANGER
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37 That woman
38 Bikini top
39 Double disk
with a string
40 BadenBaden
41 Execute
42 Amehcan
ostrich
44 More
unusual
47 Sparkled
51 Roman three
52 River in
France
53 T of TV
54 Bitter vetch
55 — - — page
56 — and ends
57 Observe

4 Inv. reply
8 "— the night
before ..."
12 Brine
13 — Canal'
14 Excessive
dnnker
15 Pallor
16 Said through
the nose
18 Focus; — of
contact
20 Flower
21 As tar as
22 An ocean,
for short
23 Long,
protruding
tooth
27 Roman 601
29 Existed
30 Response
31 Vowel
sequence
32 Title of
respect
33 — liver oil
34 Chaldean
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4 Lease
5 Sp woman
6 Extended
stays
7 Word with
Harbor or
onion
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1 Quickly, for
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2 short
money
3 Papeete's
8

3
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8 Contorted
9 With "The,"
store name
10 Donkey (Fr.)
11 Turf
17 Roman 51
19 Negative
22 Swiss river
24 Elevator sign
25 Disparage
26 Ms Sedgwrck
27 Moist with
droplets of
water
28 Italian
greeting
29 Cheese St
30 Caviar
32 Showed off
33 Tea
36 Former 49ers
QB
37 Refrain from
doing harm
38 Torsos
40 Take care of
(2 wds )
41 Durbin ID
43 Height (abbr.)
44 Lyric poems
45 Ireland
46 Ascend
47 Sticky stuff
48 Facial feature
49 Suffix
50 Old age
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Scholarship established in memory of Hoover
A scholarship has been established at Murray State University
to honor the memory of the late
Carol Hoover.
Initial funding for this scholarship - was provided by her husband. Don, their two sons, Gary,
of Mayfield, Ky., and Scott, of
Lawrenceburg. Ky., and her mother-in-law, Mrs. W. R. Hoover of
Mayfield.
The scholarship is restricted to
full or part-time students majoring in music, business or nursing.
Each award will be for a minimum of $1,000 and preference
will be given to students who are
members of the First Baptist Church
of Mayfield, Ky.
Don said he believes the music
and business scholarships will help
produce people as competent and
honest as Carol was.
"Carol was always very grateful for the music education assistance she received from her church.
The nursing scholarships are really a tribute to her sisters, Susan,
an RN, and Betty Ann, who attended nursing school. They provided
so much love, care and comfort
to her during her last months of
her life. They epitomize the ideal
nurse."
Carol died March 5, 2000, of
complications from an extremely
rare form of colon cancer.
"She was a friend to those who
would be friendly and found joy
in serving others. It is somehow
fitting that she had a rare cancer
for which there was no known
cure. She wouldn't have had anything ordinary. She fought it to
the end and worried much, much
more for those she would leave
behind than she ever did for herself." Don said.
Born in Somerset, Ky., Carol was
the daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J.A.
Tucker.,Carol's father was the Baptist minister in charge of missions
for Wayne County, Ky. After J.A.
Tucker's death in 1952, Carol's
mother remarried Floyd Slettvet
in 1956.
Carol and her older sisters Betty
Ann and Susan assumed the Slettvet
name when the family moved to
Mayfield in 1957. Carol joined
the First Baptist Church in 1958.
Carol played both French horn and
drums in the Mayfield High School
band.
A highlight of her high school
life was when the band was selected to perform in Mason City, Iowa,
for the premier of the movie, "The
Music Man." Also an accomplished
pianist and organist, Carol was
awarded a music scholarship from
her church for music lessons at
MSU during her junior year of
high school.

CAROL HOOVER
After marrying Don in 1965,
Carol attended Murray State University until they moved back to
Mayfield in 1968. Don said that
although Carol did not graduate
from MSU, a college education
was always a must for her family and a dream for her.
"She was the single most positive influence in my continued
education and the degree I received
from MSU in 1971 Don said.
Don entered the United States
Air Force after graduating and Carol
gathered credits toward her degree
as the couple moved during Don's
different assignments in the Air
Force.
In 1989, Carol's tenacity paid
off. She received her bachelor's
degree in human resource administration from Saint Leo University in 1992 with honors for maintaining a perfect 4.0 grade point
average in her course work at
Saint Leo.
"It was a real family celebration on the day of the graduation
ceremony when she preceded our
youngest son, Scott, across the stage
as he too received his bachelor's
degree."
Carol had a varied and successful
business career. She entered the
real estate sales field in December 1975 and became a broker in
1976. During the period of 1976
through August 1979, Carol ranked
in the top 10 percent in sales and
was a member of the "Million
Dollar Club" each year signifying
that her sales closed exceeded one
million dollars.
During this period she attended Montana State University and
received her GRI certification. She
was member of the National Association of Realtors.
Following a move to North Canton, Ohio, in 1979. Carol established a branch office for The

the chairman often called her
because of her accent," Don said.
Following a transfer to Randolph Air Force Base, Carol elected to put her energy into community service. She co-planned
and implemented the first U.S. Air
Force Volunteer Resource Center.
This project established a "central
clearinghouse" to place active and
retired personnel and/or their spouses with various public and private
agencies in need of volunteer sup-

Lomas and Nettleton Company in
the Akron, Ohio area where she
originated over two million dollars in mortgage loans in her first
year.
When Don was assigned to
Columbus Air Force Base, Miss.,
in 1981. Carol returned to real estate
sales.
She obtained both her agent
and broker license and was once
again ranked in the top 10 percent in sales and was a member
of the "Million Dollar Club" in
1984.
In 1984, the family moved to
Spokane, Wash., where Carol went
to work as executive assistant to
the operations manager of Metro
Ventures, a subsidiary of Metropolitan Mortgage and Securities,
Co., Inc.
Shortly thereafter, the chairman
of the board of the parent company, a mortgage holding corn
pany with assets in excess of $400
million, brought her up to serve
as his administrative assistant.
"An endearing phrase soon
became commonplace in the company headquarters: 'Better run that
by Mississippi or Kentucky,' as

"She spoke to many groups to
encourage a sense of community
and the volunteer spirit," Don said.
"After getting the program off the
ground, her time was devoted to
matching the appropriate volunteer with skills in a given area
with the appropriate agency in
need of volunteer support.
"This program served as a model
adopted by the U.S. Air Force for
use at many other installations
around the world to foster better
community relations."
Another move occurred in 1989
when Don was transferred to Homestead Air Force Base, Fla., for

what was expected to be their last Mortgage Co. in Paducah.
move before his retirement.
"In 1996 she found me a good
"She initially obtained her Flori- job in Mississippi and she retired
da real estate license, but then decid- to playing golf, bridge and spended to try something new," Don ing the summers with her grandsaid. "Carol went to work for the children, Brittany and Alec," Don
Officer's Club as an operation's said. "Her beloved granddaughter.
assistant and then became the con- Brittany Hoover, is following her
solidated caterer manager for the grandmother's footsteps and playOfficer's Club and the NCO Club." ing the clarinet in her school band
During this time, Homestead and also attended the Clarinet WorkAir Base was devastated by Hur- shop held last summer at MSU
ricane Andrew in 1992. Carol gen- that was offered through the Cenerated a support service for the ter for Continuing Education and
wives.
Academic Outreach.
"She assisted in salvaging valu"Carol was an extraordinary perables from the clubs and then son. She delighted in life and
assisted the wives of her husband's worked hard at everything she
troops as the unit relocated to Tendril Air Force Base near Panama undertook. She helped raise two
City," Don said. "She helped many fine boys — Vacation Bible School,
of the wives get situated in the Cub Scouts, Little League basenew location and then organized ball, hockey and all the rest, while
the best Christmas Party the unit building her career throughout the
United States," Don said.
had in years.
To contribute to Murray State
In 1993, after Carol retired with
her husband to Mayfield she became University, establish a scholarship,
the regional marketing representa- or for more information, contact
tive for the newly opened Sam's Leigh Perry by phone at (27(J)
Club in Paducah. Later, she returned 762-3 13 1 or toll-free at 1 (800)
to the mortgage loan field as a 758-8510, or by e-mail at
loan officer with Great Financial leigh.perry@murraystate.edu.

Ousted mayor says he will run again
DAYTON, Ky.(AP) — An early 1:15 a.m. Saturday, and Crittenmorning vote by the City Coun- don was notified of the decision
cil ousted a mayor who has been about 30 minutes later.
accused of nepotism and using
The city has 30 days to pick
city manpower for personal proj- a new mayor, or Gov. Paul Patton will appoint someone to serve
ects.
The c01-Meil voted 6-0 Satuf- thTinal two years of Crittendon's
day to remove Mayor Bobby Crit- term.
The city originally investigated
tendon from office. Minutes after
the 2 a.m. vote, police padlocked Crittendon on charges of nepotism
regarding his son-in-law, a city
his office.
Crittendon had been mayor of police officer. Later, there were allethis community just across the gations that Crittendon fixed speedOhio River from Cincinnati since ing tickets for tenants in housing
1990. He said he would appeal that he owned, and that he used
the decision and plans to sue the city equipment to haul lumber to
build a boat dock.
city and council members.
"If I've been such a bad mayor,
Testimony in a hearing on the
matter before a jury concluded why haven't these (charges) been
about 11 p.m. Friday. The coun- brought up before?" Crittendon
cil announced its decision about said. "(People) could have went

to our city attorney or our county attorney. I think this is going
to split the city wide open, employees and citizens."
He said Saturday he would

appeal the decision and plans to
sue the city and council members
Cathy Volter, Ron Gunning, Don
Seifert, Miles Vaught, Ken Rankle and Bobby Allen.

Ginsberg best-seller to be
featured on WKMS program
Radio Reader on 91.3 FM,
WKMS will feature the book "Waiting — The True Confession of a
Waitress" by Debra Ginsberg Dec.
29.
The book — part memoir, part
social commentary, part guide on
how to behave when dining out
— is an intimate journey of Ginsberg's 20 years as a waitress at
the dingiest of diners, a soap oper-

atic Italian restaurant and an exclusive five-star dining club.
Radio Reader features notable
host Dick Estell reading from
recently published novels of national acclaim. The series airs on
WKMS weeknights at 6:30 p.m.
WKMS is the listener supported public radio service of Murray
State University.
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Door Buster. 3 Days Only

Door Buster 3 Days Only
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Men's Sportshirts

Men's Casual Pants

All Ties
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Door Buster 3 Days Only
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